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Different optical and calorimetric techniques were utilized to gain a better
understanding of aggregated macromolecules. This research looked at two different
macromolecules: poly(9,9’-dioctylfluorene), a conjugated polymer that forms aggregates
in organic solvents; and bovine insulin, which forms amyloid fibrils. Conjugated
polymers are of increasing interest due to their thermal stability and ease of solution
processing for use in devices. A member of the polyfluorene family, poly(9,9’-
dioctylfluorene) (PFO), has been studied due to its blue-emitting spectral properties.
However, PFO has been found to form aggregates in solution, which is detected by the
presence of a red-shifted absorption peak. This peak is caused when a section of the
backbone planarizes forming the β-phase. The β-phase can be removed from the solution
upon heating and will not return until the solution is cooled, making it a non-equilibrium
process. The dissolution and reformation of the β-phase were monitored using absorption
spectroscopy and differential scanning calorimetry. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
and near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) were able to probe the aggregates in
vii
films. It is important to understand polymer properties in solution in order to understand
film morphology.
Amyloid fibrils contribute to over 20 different neurodegenerative diseases, in
which cures have yet to be found. The fibrils form when a soluble protein misfolds and
self-assembles to form insoluble protein aggregates, and the cause of the fibril formation
in vivo has still yet to be determined. Spectroscopy studies have been made possible with
the use of fluorescent dyes: thioflavin T (ThT), BTA-2, and Congo red (CR). These
dyes bind to amyloid fibrils and exhibit changes in their spectral properties. However,
the exact mechanism for the binding of these dyes has only recently been studied.
Through the use of calorimetry, the forces involved with binding of ThT and CR to
amyloid fibrils can be determined. Absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy techniques
were employed to study the spectral properties of these dyes. Polarized NSOM was used
to determine the ThT or BTA-2’s orientation with an individual fibril. Understanding
how these dyes bind to fibrils will enable researchers to use spectroscopy to study the
early stages of fibril formation.
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CONJUGATED POLYMERS
Chapter 1: The effect of solvent quality on the chain morphology in
solutions of poly(9,9’-dioctylfluorene)
INTRODUCTION
Conjugated polymers have become an area of increasing interest because of their
optical and electrical properties,1-8 making them promising materials for inexpensive,
flexible light emitting devices,2, 9-13 transistors,14 and photovoltaics.15, 16 One of the
advantages offered by polymer electronics is the ease of solution processing. While this
offers potential for rapid production, spin casting yields films whose morphology is not
governed by equilibrium. Different morphologies lead to films with different properties.9,
17-23 Morphology can vary for films cast at different speeds or from different solvents.
Moreover, the treatment of the solution prior to casting can affect the properties of the
films, such that the chain conformation of the polymer in solution can be partially
retained when cast into a film. Studies of light emitting devices of MEH-PPV cast from
differing solutions have shown how solvent quality can affect polymer conformation and
subsequent properties of both films and devices.9, 18 Given these issues it is important to
understand polymer conformations in both dilute and concentrated solutions to better
control subsequent properties of films.
Polyfluorenes present an excellent model system for such studies as the polymer
has two conformations with distinct absorption spectra. Polyfluorenes have shown
promise because of their high quantum yield and thermal stability;24-26 specifically,
poly(9,9-dioctyl fluorene) (PFO) which has been studied for its blue-emitting spectral
properties. PFO’s thin film morphology has been shown to affect both the
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photoluminescence and electroluminescence of PFO films8, 17, 27, 28 because changes in the
structure of the polymer backbone will lead to changes in the conjugation of the
electron system.29 In both films and solutions, PFO has exhibited two distinct
conformations denoted simply as the - and -phases. The -phase has been characterized
as amorphous and is the only phase present in dilute polymer solutions and in a good
solvent.30-32 The -phase is thought to have a more planar structure with extended
conjugation that results in a distinct red-shifted absorption band at 437 nm.28, 29, 31, 33 It is
this unique absorption that makes the PFO system an excellent candidate for studying
how solvent processing affects the polymer conformation, as it can be easily monitored
by absorption spectroscopy. There have been numerous studies of PFO β-phase
formation in thin films. It was first noted that the 437 nm absorption could be increased
in thin films by low temperature processing.34 The increase in β-phase was observed to
remain even when the films were reheated to room temperature. Subsequent studies
demonstrated that the β-phase could be removed by heating to much higher temperature,
although these changes were always gradual rather than exhibiting a distinct transition
temperature.32-34 β-phase formation could also be induced by solvent swelling of films,
leading to the conclusion that stressing the film either by low temperature cycling or
swelling with incompatible solvents would lead to an increase in β-phase.33
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Beta-phase formation has been associated with aggregation in concentrated
solutions. Previously, researchers have speculated that in poor solvents, the polymer
chains tend to aggregate to avoid contact with the solvent and form small “crystals” that
were dominated by the -phase conformation.34, 35 In films and in concentrated solutions,
intermolecular forces, either between polymer chains or the polymer and a matrix, have
been postulated to be the driving force for the -phase formation. A recent study by
Monkman et al. examined β-phase formation in dilute solutions.30 In dilute solutions,
aggregation and intermolecular forces could be minimized. Monkman et al. concluded
that the formation of the -phase at low temperatures was the result of the polymer
adopting a more stable but lower entropy conformation. They showed that -phase
formation was a reversible equilibrium process in dilute solutions, and that aggregation
proceeded after the formation of the -phase. In other words, the aggregation was the
result of -phase formation rather than aggregation being the cause of -phase formation.30
In this paper we will examine how solvent quality affects dissolution of polymer
aggregates and the hysteresis of the -phase formation in both dilute and concentrated
solutions. The -phase is present when PFO is initially dissolved into many organic
solvents and will not dissipate over time even with vigorous stirring. The -phase can be
converted completely to the -phase by heating the solution above room temperature.
The polymer will remain in the -conformation even after the solution has returned to
room temperature. The -phase can be subsequently converted back to the -phase by
cooling the solution well below room temperature, and will remain until heated again.
Concentrated solutions behave similar to dilute solutions upon heating; however, when
cooled below room temperature, gelation occurs. The gelation is concurrent with the
appearance of the -phase. This now suggests that the -phase regions of the polymer
serve as cross-linking points in the network causing a gel to form. The aggregate
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dissolution and the gel formation thermodynamics are explored using UV-Vis
spectroscopy and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) in a variety of different
solvents. Other spectroscopic and scanning probe techniques were utilized to
characterize the -phase. The transition temperatures for the dissolution and reformation
of the -phase vary with solvent quality. Furthermore, the trend with solvent quality
implies a collapse of the polymer chain leads to the formation of the -phase and
subsequent gelation or aggregation, and that a conformational change in the polymer
chain is responsible for the conformational change of the polymer backbone.
EXPERIMENTAL
Poly(9,9’-dioctylfluorene) Sample Preparation
The polymer, poly(9,9’-dioctylfluorene) (PFO), was used as purchased from
American Dye Source, Inc (Mn •34,800 with a polydispersity of 2.9). All polymer
solutions were made by diluting a 1 wt% PFO stock solution in toluene, tetrahydrofuran
(THF), chloroform (CHCl3), or cyclohexane. Heated solutions were prepared in a similar
fashion by diluting a portion of the stock solution and applying mild heat until the
solution changed from yellow to clear. Cooling was accomplished by either placing the
solution in a temperature controlled refrigerator or by immersing the solution in a solvent
ice bath (e.g. an acetone/dry ice bath, -78°C). PFO films were made by spin casting an
aliquot of the 1 wt% solution onto a glass coverslip at 3000 rpm for 30 s. Coverslips
were cleaned by sonicating in KOH for 15 min, then sonicating in DI water for 15 min
and finally dried in an oven.
Absorption spectroscopy
Absorption spectra were obtained using a Beckman DU 7400 UV-Visible Diode-
array spectrophotometer. Absorption spectra of the 1 wt% PFO stock solution were
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collected using a Hellma quartz cuvette with a path length of 10 µm; while absorption
spectra of diluted polymer solutions were taken using standard quartz cuvettes with a
path length of 1 cm. Diluted solutions were prepared to yield an optical density (OD)
between 0.4 and 1 at 390 nm. Kinetics experiments were performed using the same UV-
Vis spectrophotometer as for steady state absorption spectra. The kinetics of dissolution
were monitored by measuring the absorbance at a fixed wavelength, 437 nm, every 0.1 s
for 90 s. The spectrometer contained a cuvette holder with a heating mantle. A blank of
toluene was placed in a cuvette (3 mL volume) and allowed to equilibrate to the desired
temperature. Once the solvent had reached thermal equilibrium, the kinetics trace was
started to ensure no data was loss due to slow reaction time, and then a 25 µL aliquot of
the 1 wt% PFO stock solution was added. The large volume of the solvent compared to
the added stock solution, ensured a rapid temperature equilibration. An external digital
thermometer was utilized to ensure the calibration of the temperatures as well as monitor
the temperature stability.
Fluorescence Spectroscopy
Fluorescence and anisotropy measurements were acquired using a Photon
Technologies International Quanta Master Model C Cuvette based scanning fluorometer.
Samples were excited at 400 nm (polymer peak) and 440 nm (aggregate peak). Bandpass
filters of appropriate wavelength were used to ensure a monochromatic excitation beam.
Long pass filters were used in the emission path to help eliminate scattered excitation
light. For anisotropy measurements two polarizers mounted onto rotation stage were
placed in the excitation and emission paths. Emission spectra were then obtained using
the following polarizations: HH, HV, VH, VV (H=horizontal polarization, V=vertical
polarization), where the first letter denotes the polarization of the excitation and the
second letter is the polarization of the emission. The G-factor of the instrument was
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determined by dividing the intensity of the HV polarizations by the intensity of the HH













Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) images were taken on a Nanoscope II (Digital
Instruments/Veeco) multimode scanning probe microscope in tapping mode. Near-Field
Optical Microscopy (NSOM) images were collected using an Aurora system
(Thermomicroscopes/Veeco). A frequency doubled Ti-Sapphire laser was utilized to
excite the sample at either 400 or 440 nm. Near-field probes were manufactured in-house
and mounted on piezo-electric tuning forks for shear-force feedback. The fluorescence
was collected through a 455 nm longpass filter on an Avalanche Photo-diode (APD).
Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC) measurements were acquired using a
Perkin Elmer DSC 7 and/or a TA Instruments Q100 DSC. Two empty large volume
stainless steal pans (max volume 60 µL) were used for baseline subtraction. A 45 µL
aliquot of the 1 wt% PFO solution in toluene or THF was used as the sample and for the
PFO gel samples, a portion of the gel was placed in the pan. The pans were then
hermatically sealed using the Perkin Elmer Quick Press (0990-8467) and spacer insert
(0319-1047). Care was taken in massing the pans prior to insertion of the sample and
after the pans were sealed in order to determine the mass of the sample, which is inputted
into the computer program prior to heating. DSC data were collected from 20 to 90 °C
and/or 20 to -90 °C at a rate of 5°C/min for both the baseline and the sample. After
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sample runs the pans were re-massed to verify that no solvent was lost through
evaporation.
Differential Scanning Calorimetry Technique
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is a common technique used for studying
the different phase transitions of polymers. The DSC is a thermal analysis technique that
monitors the change in heat flow between a reference and a sample as a function of
temperature.36 In the DSC instrument, there are two independent furnaces, where one
heats the sample and the other heats the reference. Samples are typically placed in an
aluminum pan with a lid, while the reference pan is an empty aluminum pan. A heating
program is inputted into the computer with the interested temperature range and the
heating rate. When the heating program is started, the sample and reference pans are kept
at the same temperature throughout the experiment. The DSC then measures the change
in energy input in either the sample or reference to maintain both at a constant
temperature.37 If there is any difference in the reference power between the sample and
reference, it is plotted as a function of sample temperature. In polymers, researchers are
interested in determining the glass transition temperature, the melt transition temperature
and the crystallization transition temperature.
RESULTS
Steady state absorption spectra were used to quantify the β-phase in the PFO
solutions. Figure 1.1 shows the absorption spectrum of a dilute PFO solution in toluene
before heating, after heating above 60 °C, and after cooling to -78 °C. All three spectra
were taken after the samples had re-equilibrated to room temperature. The spectrum of
the unheated solution exhibits two distinct absorption peaks, one at 390 nm and one at
437 nm. The absorption peak at 390 nm is assigned to the standard morphology or α-
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phase, while the red shifted peak at 437 nm is assigned to the β-phase. When the solution
is heated, the absorption spectrum shows an increase in the 390 nm peak and no peak at
437 nm, indicating an absence of polymer in the β-phase. The heated solutions remain
free of any absorbance at 437 nm even after many months at room temperature. When
the sample was cooled to -78 °C for 40 min and then allowed to re-equilibrate to room
temperature, the β-phase peak was observed; however, in toluene the size of the peak had













Figure 1.1 Absorption spectra of PFO in toluene. The dotted and dashed line is the
absorption spectrum of the aggregated PFO solution, the solid line is the
absorption spectrum of the PFO solution after heated, and the dashed line is
the absorption spectrum of the PFO solution after it had been cooled for 40
minutes at -78 oC. All absorption spectra were taken using the same PFO
solution.
Comparable results were observed in PFO solutions made with different solvents.
Heating the solutions above 50 °C resulted in the dissolution of the β-phase which did not
return upon subsequent cooling to room temperature. The only notable difference
between the solutions in different solvents was that the β-phase returned at different
temperatures. The transition temperatures from the UV-Vis are shown in Table 1.1.
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These are rough estimates of the temperature obtained by systematically increasing the
solution temperature and taking an absorption spectrum at each temperature until the β-










Temp (°C) Gel (y or n)
CHCl3 11.52 45 N/A -42 n
Toluene 24.71 53 3.61 -55 y
THF 20.59 50 37.43 -25 y
Cyclohexane 46.18 73 18.21 10 y
Table 1.1 Summary of the transition temperatures of PFO in different solvents. Also
the percent β-phase present before heating and after cooling past the
transition temperature.
Another characteristic of the PFO solutions is that the initial solution is noticeably
cloudy, indicating aggregated polymer present in the solution, but after heating the
solution becomes clear and remains so indefinitely. In addition to heating, the solution
can be either filtered or centrifuged to remove some of the larger aggregates. After
filtration or centrifugation, there is a reduction in the β-phase absorption peak (data not
shown). The total amount of β-phase also varies with solvent quality. The
interconversion between the α- and β-phases can be more clearly seen in Figure 1.2,
where several absorption spectra where taken at 47 °C at different time intervals as the β-
phase slowly disappeared. The spectra reveal a clear isosbestic point at 405 nm, which is
characteristic of two inter-converting species. The increase in the α-peak was found to
be directly proportional to the disappearance of the β-phase peak. For all spectra, the














Figure 1.2 Absorption spectra of PFO in toluene at 47 °C at different time intervals
showing the decay of the aggregate peak with time.
Concentrated solutions exhibited a slightly different behavior. The absorption
spectrum for a 1 wt% PFO solution in toluene has a similar absorption spectrum as the
dilute PFO solution. When the concentrated solution is heated the 437 nm peak converts
into a larger absorption at the α peak in the same way the dilute solution does. However,
when the 1 wt% PFO solution is cooled to -78 °C the solution completely gels. An
absorption spectrum of the PFO gel reveals a reformation of the β-phase as indicated by a
return of the 437 nm absorption. When the gel returns to room temperature it remains in
the gel state and does not melt into an aggregated solution. It will not return to solution
until heated again. Similarly concentrated PFO solutions in other solvents have slightly
different heating and cooling transitions (see Table 1.1 for summary) and all formed gels
except for CHCl3.
In the best solvent, the fraction of β-phase was found to be independent of
concentration. Figure 1.3 shows the absorption spectrum of two toluene solutions with
very different concentrations. The solid line is the absorption of the 1 wt% stock solution
in a cuvette with a path length of 10 µm, while the dotted line shows the spectrum of a
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solution that has been diluted by a factor of 1000 in a 1 cm cuvette. The product of the
concentration and path length for both samples was constant. The ratio of the α to the β
peak (6:1) is identical in both cases despite a three order of magnitude difference in the
total concentration of the solutions. Slight differences in the total absorbance of the two
samples were likely the result of variation in the thickness of the small path length



























Figure 1.3 Absorption spectra of aggregated PFO solutions; a comparison of a
concentrated solution versus a diluted solution. The solid line is the
absorption spectrum of the concentrated PFO solution (1 wt%) collected
using a 10 µm path length cell. The dashed line represents the diluted PFO
solution that was collected using a standard 1 cm path length cuvette.
The kinetics of the disappearance of the β-phase can be monitored by measuring
the absorption at 437 nm as function of time after a temperature jump. Kinetic
measurements showed the peak at 437 nm is apparently infinitely slow at room
temperature with the rate becoming finite as the temperature increases. Then the rate
increases rapidly when the temperature approaches 50 °C. A typical kinetics transient is
shown in the Figure 1.4. The decay can be well characterized by an exponential fit;
however, the final absorbance at 437 nm is not zero indicating a residual amount of
12
















Figure 1.4 An absorption decay of the 437 nm peak at 52 °C. Exponential fit overlaid
by the data yielded a rate constant of 0.045 s-1 (τ = 22 s).
Similar effects to those observed in absorbance could be seen in the emission
spectra of PFO solutions in toluene. When an aggregated PFO solution was excited at
400 nm, the emission spectrum demonstrated three vibrational peaks, with the most
predominant peak at 438 nm. After heating the PFO solution, the emission spectrum still
had three vibrational peaks, except the first peak had increased dramatically in intensity
while the second peak showed little change in intensity. Then upon cooling the solution,
there was a decrease in the 438 nm peak and an increase in the second peak, compared to
the heated solution’s spectrum. This demonstrated that upon cooling some α-phase was
converted into the β-phase, which caused then predominate α-phase emission peak (438
nm) to decrease. Figure 1.5a shows the fluorescence spectra for the aggregated, heated,
and cool solutions. Since the original aggregated solution was excited near the isosbestic
point (405 nm), the emission spectrum was a sum of both - and β-phase species.
However, when the aggregated solution was excited near the β-phase peak (440 nm) only
13
the β-phase emission was excited. In order to confirm this, the heated emission spectrum
was subtracted from the original aggregated emission spectrum, yielding a spectrum of
only the aggregate emission. The subtracted spectrum was then compared to the
aggregate emission spectrum excited at 440 nm and when plotted together, the subtracted





























Figure 1.5 a) Fluorescence spectra of PFO solution in toluene excited at 400 nm. The
dotted line is the fluorescence spectrum of the aggregated solution, the
dashed line is the fluorescence spectrum after the solution had been heated,
and the solid line is the fluorescence spectrum of the cooled solution. b) The
solid line is the fluorescence spectrum of the aggregated PFO solution
excited at 440 nm and the dashed line is the resultant spectrum when the
heated spectrum was subtracted from the aggregate spectrum.
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Fluorescence anisotropy measurements were taken of the aggregated PFO
solution, heated PFO solution and cooled PFO solution in toluene as discussed above.
The aggregated and cooled solutions were excited at both 400 nm and 440 nm, and the
anisotropy was calculated for both excitations (Figure 1.6). The heated PFO solution,
which is all -phase, had a calculated anisotropy of ~0.13 (Figure 1.6C). This anisotropy
corresponds with the long solvated polymer chains rotating in solution. The aggregated
and cooled spectra that were excited at 400 nm also had similar anisotropies to that of the
heated solution. The aggregated solution’s anisotropy was ~0.15 and the cooled
solution’s anisotropy was ~0.14. This is to be expected, even though the aggregated and
cooled solutions contain both the β-phase and -phase, they are primarily comprised of
the -phase. However, when the aggregated and cooled solutions were excited at 440 nm,
the anisotropy of the β-phase was calculated to be ~0.3 (Figure 1.6B & D). An











































































































































Figure 1.6 A) The fluorescence spectrum of an aggregated PFO solution excited at 400
nm with the anisotropy, B) the same solution in A excited at 440 nm and the
anisotropy of the aggregates, C) the fluorescence spectrum of the PFO
solution heated with the anisotropy of the α-phase excited at 400 nm, D) the
fluorescence spectrum of the PFO solution cooled to -78 ºC and the
anisotropy excited at 400 nm, and E) the fluorescence spectrum of the
cooled solution excited at 440 nm with the anisotropy
16
Scanning probe microscopy was utilized to directly probe the polymer aggregates.
AFM images were acquired of films cast from PFO aggregated, aggregated and filtered,
and heated solutions in toluene, shown in Figure 1.7. The AFM image of the film cast
from the aggregated solution clearly showed small polymer clumps, roughly 20 nm in
height. The film cast from a filtered aggregated solution showed a reduced number of
aggregates present on the film, while the film cast from a heated solution had no visible
aggregates present.
17
Figure 1.7 All images are 5 X 5 µm AFM images taking in tapping mode. A) PFO film
made from an aggregated solution, B) PFO film made from a filtered
solution, and C) PFO film made from a heated solution.
18
NSOM38, 39 was used to probe the aggregates in order to see if they can be directly
excited at the 437nm absorption peak. A film cast from a filtered aggregated solution
was imaged with an excitation wavelength of 440 nm. The aggregates are clearly present
in the topography image as 20 nm clusters (Figure 1.8A). The fluorescence image shows
that the aggregates are fluorescent at this excitation wavelength (Figure 1.8B).
Moreover, the rest of the film exhibits almost no fluorescence indicating that nearly all
the polymer with the β-phase morphology is in the aggregates. Previous studies of
conjugated polymer aggregates have shown they can have a lower fluorescence quantum
yield due to a variety of interchain electronic interactions.17, 19 Previous NSOM images of
PFO films with small aggregates had a decrease in emission were observed for the
aggregates seen in the topography,40 but these studies did not look at direct excitation of
the β-phase. When the β-phase is excited directly it is clear that the polymer aggregates
are more fluorescent than the film. Although, this is likely due to the concentration of the
β-phase rather than the relative quantum yields of the aggregates versus the film.
Figure 1.8 Both NSOM images are 5 X 5 µm with 200 resolution. A) Topography
image of a PFO film filtered and B) the corresponding fluorescence image
excited at 440 nm.
A B
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DSC measurements were taken to probe the thermodynamics of the aggregate
dissolution and the gelation phenomena. Figure 1.9A shows the DSC scan of an initially
unheated solution from 20 to 90 °C. A clear endothermic peak is observed at ~53 °C,
which is the same temperature where the kinetics become too rapid to record. However,
upon cooling from 90 °C to 20 °C, no exothermic peak at 53 °C was seen. Then after the
initial heating run, the same sample was allowed to equilibrate to 20 °C and rescanned to
90 °C, and no transition peak was observed. As was the case with the absorption spectra,
the changes that were observed were not reversible. The enthalpy for the endothermic
transition observed in the initial DSC scan was measured to be 0.1353 J g-1 of solution.
Subsequently, when an aggregated PFO solution in toluene was heated and then cooled
down to -90 °C, an exothermic peak was observed at -56 °C (Figure 1.9B). The enthalpy
for the transition was calculated to be -0.1518 J g-1 of solution (-5.90 kJ/mol of
monomer). The sample was then re-heated past the transition temperature and another
endothermic peak was observed at approximately the same temperature as before. This





























Figure 1.9 The DSC data: A) PFO solution in toluene heated from 20 °C to 90 °C. The
transition temperature was measured to be 53.3 °C and •H was calculated to
be 24.37 kJ mol-1 of monomer. B) The same solution as in a) cooled to -90
°C. The exothermic transition was at -56 °C and the •H was calculated to be
-5.90 kJ mol-1 of monomer.
DSC measurements were also taken of a PFO solution in THF. The DSC scan of
an aggregated 1 wt% PFO solution in THF heated from 20 °C to 60 °C showed a clear
endothermic peak at ~48 °C (Figure 1.10A). The enthalpy of the aggregate dissolution
was 0.1631 J g-1 of solution. As in toluene, when the solution was cooled past the
transition temperature, no exothermic peak was observed. However, upon cooling down
to -90 °C, an exothermic peak occurred at -25 °C (Figure 1.10B). The enthalpy of the
reverse transition was -0.3182 J g-1 of solution. The reverse transition enthalpy was
calculated using the total polymer in the solution, since the fraction of -phase that
reforms is unknown. Upon heating the solution again, an endothermic peak at 47 °C was































Figure 1.10 The DSC data: A) PFO solution in THF heated from 20 °C to 60 °C. The
transition temperature was measured to be 48 °C and •H was calculated to
be 31.70 kJ mol-1 of monomer. B) The same solution as in A) cooled to -90
°C. The exothermic transition was at -25 °C and the •H was calculated to be
-12.37 kJ mol-1 of monomer.
The DSC scan of PFO gel in toluene when heated from 20 to 90°C has a large
endothermic transition at ~46 °C, with an enthalpy of 0.4299 J g-1 of gel. When the
sample was cooled to -90 °C, there was an exothermic transition at ~-54 °C with an
enthalpy of -0.1834 J g-1 of gel. Upon re-heating the sample to 90 °C, another
endothermic peak was observed near the same temperature. However, the enthalpy of the
second heat transition does not have the same value, which indicates that the β-phase
does reform but he sample does not have the time to fully gel. Nonetheless, this extreme
hysteresis in transition temperature is often observed in gel formation.41-43 Similar results


















Toluene solution 51 21.04 -56 -5.90
THF solution 48 31.70 -25 -12.37
Toluene gel 46 167.10 -54 -7.13
THF gel 51 40.04 -21 -23.80
Table 1.2 Summary of the enthalpies obtained from the DSC results for PFO solutions
and gels in either toluene or THF and their transition temperatures.
DISCUSSION
It is clear that in the initial aggregated solution the majority of the PFO in the β-
phase is in the remnants of larger aggregates that did not dissolve at room temperature.
As previously described in other solvents systems, concentrated solutions of cyclohexane,
THF, and toluene exhibit a substantial absorbance peak at 437 nm. This absorbance can
be greatly reduced upon filtration indicating the large aggregates contain much of the -
phase PFO. This is confirmed through absorption spectra and AFM images. After
filtering, a decrease in the -phase absorption peak is observed, while the AFM images
show a decrease in the number of aggregates present on the film. The NSOM
fluorescence image also confirms that the aggregates have a strong 437 nm absorption.
Finally, as seen in toluene, the fluorescence anisotropy of the emission excited at 440 nm
shows a large anisotropy value of 0.3 compared to 0.13 when excited at 400 nm,
indicating the -phase is associated mostly with large, slowly rotating aggregates. There
is no doubt that the -phase is strongly associated with aggregation.
The aggregates that will not dissolve are vestiges of polymer chains with large -
phase regions formed during the drying of the polymer powder. They are not in
equilibrium with the solvated α-chains in solution. If the aggregates were the result of
the association between solvated chains, then the aggregation would display a strong
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concentration dependence. In contrast, the number of aggregates as monitored by the -
phase absorbance is concentration independent even over three orders of magnitude
(Figure 1.3). The aggregates also do not seed the formation of the -phase. Mixing a
heated fully solvated -phase solution with a portion of the original aggregated solution
did not change the amount of -phase present, even after a couple days. Given this, the
polymer aggregates are clearly not simple -stacked chains like molecular dye aggregates.
While polymer and molecular aggregates both demonstrate a red-shifted absorption
spectrum, the physical nature of these two species are found to be dramatically different.
Molecular aggregation is an equilibrium process in which the formation and dissolution
of the aggregates is a strong function of monomer concentration.44 In this case the PFO
aggregates remain in a similar ratio of - to -phase over a wide range of concentrations.
The results indicate that the -phase fraction in the polymer at room temperature is in a
meta-stable state stabilized by the aggregates and suspended in the solution regardless of
concentration or solvent quality.10, 45
The disappearance of both the aggregates and the -phase occurs only upon
solution heating above a transition temperature. The extent of polymer in the -phase can
be quantified from the magnitude of the 437 nm absorption peak. To quantify the amount
of -phase the absorption spectra were fit with two model spectra of the - and -phase.
The model spectra were generated from a singular value decomposition (SVD)46, 47 of the
kinetics spectra acquired as a time series at 47°C shown in Figure 1.11. The SVD
produced only two basis spectra with significant amplitude verifying the hypothesis that
the overall spectrum was the result of two interconverting species. The spectra for the
and species were produced from a linear combination of the two significant basis
spectra. The -phase spectrum was one of the basis spectra and it exactly matched that of
the fully heated solution. The -phase was based primarily on the second basis spectrum.
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A small portion of the first basis was added to the second such that it had no negative
amplitude. A linear combination of these two spectra could be used to fit all the spectra
in the kinetics decay. A representative fit is shown in Figure 1.11, which is of an
unheated PFO solution in toluene. The dashed line is the -component and the dotted line
is the -component. The solid line is the actual data and the composite fit is
indistinguishable. The portion of the sample in the -phase could then be calculated from
the amplitude of the -component in the fit of any given spectrum. The fraction of the
sample in the -form was estimated to be ~25%. Similar analysis showed only 3.6% of
this original fraction of -phase returned upon cooling to -78°C for 40 minutes, these















Figure 1.11 Singular value decomposition calculation of an aggregated and heated PFO
solution in toluene. The solid line is original absorption spectrum of the
aggregated solution. The dashed line is the absorption spectrum of the β-
phase and the dotted line is the calculated absorption spectrum of the β-
phase.
The fraction of this maximum -phase component can be measured as a function
of temperature upon heating the original solution. The -phase component can be
determined by fitting spectra at each temperature. Figure 1.10 shows the absorption
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spectrum of PFO in the -phase for a toluene solution. At temperatures around room
temperature, the solution maintains its maximal -phase component. As the solution is
heated the -phase component disappears sharply around 53°C. The rapid change is
reminiscent of a phase transition or a collective polymer transition. Previously,
Monkman et al. quantified the -phase formation at lower temperatures in a similar
fashion treating the change as an equilibrium process between the and -phase
segments. Such a treatment yields a H of -74.48 kJ mol-1 and a S of -284.5 J K-1 mol-1 in
MCH at ~-18°C for the formation of the -phase.30 However, such an analysis is very
difficult to interpret. It is not clear what constitutes an or -phase in this “reaction.” Is
it a monomer, several monomers, or a polymer chain? Without this knowledge it is
impossible to interpret the “per mol” in thermodynamic quantities. The study by
Monkman et al. implied these quantities are per mole monomer, but this is only one limit.
As the absorbance results from the extended conjugation across several monomer units
this would be a more natural choice. However, given that it is not clear exactly how
many units make up a “chromophore;” this leads to an ambiguity in what is defined as a
mole of the - and -phases.
Like the formation, the disappearance of the -phase could be interpreted as an
equilibrium process, but unlike the formation the dissolution is found to have a large
hysteresis in the transition. If the solution is heated until all the absorbance at 437 nm has
gone to zero and then cooled to room temperature, none of the -phase absorbance returns
unless the sample is cooled to extremely low temperatures. The same is true if the
sample is heated until only half of the 437 nm absorbance is gone, and once this solution
returns to room temperature the amount of -phase does not change and the remaining -
phase does not cause more to form. This would indicate that the thermodynamically
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stable state at room temperature is the fully solvated chain in the -phase, and that any
polymer that remains in the -phase is trapped in the polymer aggregates.
However, we can learn something about the enthalpy of the to -transition from
the calorimetry. The total heat from converting the polymer from the -phase in the
aggregates to the -phase in solution can be measured. The total heat measured using the
DSC was 0.1353 J g-1 of solution. The PFO solution is 1 wt% polymer, yielding an
enthalpy of 13.53 J g-1 of polymer. Using the estimate that 25% of the polymer is in the
aggregated form, the transition energy is 54.12 J g-1 of aggregated polymer. This number
can be converted to an enthalpy that is per mol monomer with the molecular mass of the
monomer unit. This yields a transition enthalpy of 21.04 kJ mol-1 of monomer. The
transition at 53 °C does not correspond to any transition for solid PFO itself, since the
lowest temperature transition observed was an endothermic transition at 157 °C. This
enthalpy is three times less than that extracted from the equilibrium measurement for the
-phase formation.30 In addition, the total enthalpy measured in the DSC is not simply the
to transition, but includes the break up of the aggregates and the solvation of the
polymer chains. The enthalpy of this transition was also measured in THF solutions,
yielding an enthalpy of 31.70 kJ mol-1 monomer. This transition is more endothermic as
would be expected given that THF is a worse solvent for PFO. The transition will require
more heat because there is a less favorable solvation energy for the polymer chains in
THF. This to transition is at the same temperature despite the differences in the
solvent quality.
Solvent quality has the strongest affect on the -phase formation. In all the
solvents except CHCl3, if the sample is cooled to a much lower temperature the -phase
was observed to return. In concentrated solutions (1 wt%) this leads to gelation whereas
in dilute solutions the PFO concentration is not high enough to sustain a gel. The
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temperatures at which the -phase are observed to return in the UV-Vis are tabulated in
Table 1.1. For the two solvents measured in the DSC, the to -phase transition
temperatures are nearly identical to the gelation temperature measured in the calorimeter,
indicating that a common process is associated with both the return of the -phase and the
gelation. The transition temperature for different solvents for the formation of the -
phase demonstrates a clear trend with solvent quality. For the poorest solvent,
cyclohexane, the transition is at the highest temperature, 10 °C; however, this transition
temperature is just above the solvent’s freezing point (7 °C). For the best solvent,
chloroform, the -phase does not reform at any temperature, though, the cooling range is
limited by CHCl3’s freezing point, -65 °C. The intermediate solvents show that the better
solvent, toluene, reforms at -55 °C and THF at -25 °C. The total amount of -phase
reformed also depends on the solvent quality. The poorer solvents exhibited a greater
amount of -phase returning upon cooling to the transition temperature. This is likely due
to greater aggregation in the poor solvents. By simply looking at the Hildebrandt
parameters it would appear that if CHCl3 is the best solvent, and then THF should be a
better solvent than toluene.34, 35 However, one can just as easily argue the opposite trend
for THF and toluene, utilizing a three dimensional solvation parameter such as the
Hansen parameters. Toluene and THF are clearly both moderately poor on either
solvation scale placing them between the best solvent chloroform and the worst solvent
cyclohexane. The trend in solvent quality can be seen in the cooling transition in Table
1.1. The worst solvent converts to -phase at 10 °C, the intermediate solvents at -25 °C
and -55 °C, and in the best solvent it never returns. As the -phase is not stable in any
solvent at room temperature, it requires stabilization by either a meta-stable gel or
aggregates to prevent it from converting back to the -phase. Cooling the solutions at a
low temperature for longer generally produces more -phase, while a larger fraction of -
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phase could also be reformed if the solvent was cooled significantly below the transition
temperature. This was possible in only THF as the other solvents had freezing points
close to the polymer phase transition. If the THF was cooled to -78 °C a full 37% of the
-phase could be converted to the -phase.
The calorimetry of the gels exhibited similar trends to the aggregated solutions.
Both gels were formed from concentrated solutions outside the calorimeter and their melt
and -phase reformation were studied in the calorimeter. The gels exhibited an
endothermic peak associated with the melting of the gel upon initial heating. The first
heat cycle of the gel melt transition occurs at a slightly lower temperature as the to -
phase transition in the aggregated solutions. However, the enthalpy of the transitions was
larger as it includes both the gel melting and to transition. Previous studies examining
the melting of the PFO gels in cyclohexane did not observed this sharp melting
transition.35 However, this study followed the -phase in thin films cast from a gel that
was heated to 190 °C, and considering that the boiling point of cyclohexane is 81 °C, this
indicates that a significant portion of the solvent would evaporate before the to
transition. The evaporation of cyclohexane would greatly slow the transition and
eliminate the sharp temperature response.
The dilute and concentrated solutions both show the appearance of the -phase at
the cooling transition temperature, but only the concentrated solution gels. Therefore, it
is reasonable to conclude that the gelation is not responsible for the -phase, but instead
the -phase forms and then gelation occurs. In a similar fashion, aggregation was found
not to be responsible for the -phase in dilute solutions of MCH.30 The appearance of the
-phase in dilute solutions in the absence of aggregation has been interpreted to indicate
that intermolecular interactions are not responsible for the formation of the -phase.
While this rules out interactions from other chains, it does not rule out intramolecular
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interactions of the chain with itself. As the temperature is lowered the solvent quality
decreases until at some temperature the chains collapse on themselves to reduce solvent
contact. For poorer solvents the point where the chains collapse on themselves will occur
at higher temperatures than for good solvents.48 This is the same trend that is observed
for the solvent effects for the -phase formation. This implies that a collapse of the
polymer chain leads to stronger interactions between the chain and itself, and it is these
interactions that lead to the change in backbone conformation. Theoretically such a
collapse could be monitored by light scattering. Unfortunately the propensity for the
polymer to aggregate after collapsing precludes the effective measurement of the
hydrodynamic radius of the polymer as the measurement is dominated by the large
aggregates.
In the absence of a change in the polymer chain conformation, it is unclear why
solvent quality would have such a dramatic affect on the to transition. The two
conformations should have very similar interactions with the solvent. A good solvent for
the -phase should be a good solvent for the -phase. It is not clear why one phase would
exhibit a dramatically different preference for one solvent over another. However, if the
chain collapses, the polymer backbone experiences two distinct environments: one
dominated by solvent-polymer interactions, and one in which there are significantly more
interactions of the chain with itself. It is reasonable to deduce that the polymer in the
collapsed state has more intramolecular interactions and this is the source of the to
transition. When two chain segments are in close proximity they prefer the -phase
conformation. This idea of the PFO chain folding back on itself is consistent with the
sheet like model observed by Knaapila et al.49
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CONCLUSION
This research has demonstrated that PFO solutions have a rich phase diagram with
different conformations of both the polymer chain and the polymer backbone. The chains
can be either in a freely solvated -phase or in a collapsed state with a large -phase
component. The -phase segments tend to aggregate at lower concentrations while in
more concentrated solutions, they lead to gelation. The thermodynamics of the - to -
phase transition are complicated by meta-stable aggregates and the gelation, both of
which cause a large hysteresis in the transition. The calorimetry reveals that the enthalpy
of the transition from an aggregated -phase to a fully solvated -phase chain is 21.04 kJ
mol-1 monomer in toluene and 31.70 kJ mol-1 monomer in THF. This is significantly
lower than the enthalpy reported for the reverse transition in MCH.30 This discrepancy
could be due to a difference in the per mole quantity of the enthalpy. The ambiguity in
the enthalpy derived from the calorimetry arises from the quantification of the fraction of
the polymer originally in the -phase. The ambiguity in the number extracted from the
equilibrium constant is the definition of per mole - or - phase. Those experiments
measured the concentration from the lowest energy electronic absorption in the polymer,
which results from a delocalized state conjugated over several monomers. Taking six
monomer units as the conjugation length,50 the enthalpy Monkman et. al.30 calculated
would be converted to 12.5 kJ mol-1 monomer. This is significantly closer to the current
measurements of 25-30 kJ mol-1 monomer (depending on solvent quality). The current
measurement is an upper limit of the -phase to -phase transition since it also includes
the energy for the break up of the aggregates. The toluene enthalpy of 21.04 kJ mol-1 
monomer is likely closer to the to transition as it has a smaller solvation enthalpy. If
the previous equilibrium numbers obtained by Monkman et. al.30 are assumed to be per
mole conjugated segment, the seemingly large entropy change will also decrease by a
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factor of six on a per monomer basis. This could be easily understood with a collapse of
the polymer chain giving the to phase change. These ideas will be examined further
with experiments that look at the dilute equilibrium in different solvents as well as how
molecular weight shifts the transition. If the polymer collapse is the source of the to
transition a clear reduction in the transition temperature should be observed for lower
molecular weight polymers.
Polymer devices often utilize spin-cast films in which the polymer conformations
are kinetically trapped in states similar to which they were in solution. The rich phase
space, solvent dependence, and strong hysteresis observed in the polyfluorene system
implies that a large variety of different morphologies can be made from processes that
seem to be similar. The fact that subtle changes will arise from molecular weight and
polymer defects in addition to solvent choice and processing history complicates matters.
In conclusion, the results indicate that great care should be taken in reproducing studies
of conjugated polymer films and solutions as the properties of solutions are easily
changed by their processing conditions.
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Chapter 2: Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging NSOM of Mixed PFB/F8BT
Films
INTRODUCTION
Conjugated polymers have been extensively studied for use in a number of
electronic devices including: light emitting diodes (LEDs),1-6 photovoltaics,7-9 and
transistors.10 Specifically, researchers have become more interested in photovoltaics due
to the increasing need to find alternative energy sources.11 An advantage to using
conjugated polymers in photovoltaics is the ease of solution processing, making them an
inexpensive alternative to the traditional silicon based technology. A variety of different
types of conjugated polymers have been studied for use in these devices; however, the
polyfluorenes, which are a specific conjugated polymer family, have shown promise for
making devices.12 Of recent interest is the mixing of two different polyfluorene
copolymers to increase the device efficiency, where one polymer is a good hole
transporter and the other is a good electron transporter.9
Mixing the two different polymers together in the same solvent and then spin
casting from the solution results in phase separated domains.9, 13, 14 The phase separated
domains occur during spin casting because one of the copolymers is slightly more soluble
in the solvent than the other.15, 16 Then after being spin cast into a film, the solvent begins
to evaporate and the copolymer that is less soluble begins to phase segregate from the
other making domains in the film, rich in one polymer or the other.17 At the
heterojunction between the domains the two polymers remain mixed and create an area
where electron-hole pairs can be separated.16 The electron-hole pairs are generated by
light absorption that can then subsequently migrate in the material over distances of 10
nm. This means for an exciton to migrate to a heterojunction the phase segeration must
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be on the order of 10’s of nanometers to separate charges efficiently. Changing the
morphology of the films, affects the heterojunctions, leading to an increase or decrease in
the device efficiency.14, 17-19 These changes in the film morphology can depend on solution
composition, spin cast speeds used, solvent, temperature of substrate or solution.12, 15, 17
Currently, the two conjugated copolymers of specific interest are poly(9,9-di-n-
octylfluorene-alt-benzothiadiazole) (F8BT) and poly(9,9’-di-n-octylfluorene-alt-bis-N-
N’-(4-butylphenyl)bis-N,N’-phenyl-1,4-pheylenediamine) (PFB), which have shown
promise for use in photovotaics.9, 14, 17 In F8BT/PFB mixtures, the F8BT has a higher
electron affinity, while the PFB has a high mobility for hole transport.9, 14 These polymers
were chosen due to the offset of their HOMO and LUMO relative to the other polymer.
In addition, polymer blends of F8BT/PFB have been studied using near-field scanning
optical microscopy (NSOM),13, 16 scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM),20
atomic force microscopy (AFM),11, 12, 14, 15, 17 and scanning Kelvin probe microscopy
(SKPM).18
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In this chapter, we used fluorescence lifetime imaging near-field scanning optical
micrsocopy (FLI-NSOM) to investigate F8BT/PFB polymer films and to obtain lifetime
decays in the nanoscale domains. Lifetime decays of pure F8BT and pure PFB films
were taken in the far-field as a comparison to the mixed films. Ideally, the samples
would be excited at a wavelength where both polymers absorb, such as 400 nm; however,
we found that almost no fluorescence could be collected at this wavelength even in the
near-field and with long integration times. Therefore, to obtain enough counts to be
detected, the mixed polymer films were excited at 440 nm, which is near the absorption
maximum of F8BT, but at a minimum for PFB. At this wavelength, we were able to
obtain more fluorescent images. The topography image showed ordered domains, similar
to what other researchers have observed and the fluorescence images showed regions of
greater fluorescence for one polymer than the other. It is anticipated that the lifetimes of
the two different regions will have the same lifetime decays of their pure film, but at the
heterojunction a mixture of the lifetime decay should be observed.
EXPERIMENTAL
Materials
Poly(9,9 '-dioctylfluorene-co-benzothiadiazole (F8BT) and poly(9, 9 '-
dioctylfluorene-co-bis-N,N '-(4-butylphenyl)-bis-N,N '-phenyl-1,4-phenylenediamine)
(PFB) were used as purchased from American Dye source.
F8BT/PFB films
A 1:1 mixture of 15 mg/mL PFB and 15 mg/mL F8BT was made in p-xylene. An
aliquot of the mixture was then spin casted onto a cleaned coverslip at a rate of 1000 rpm.
The sample was then allowed to air dry prior to use.
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Time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) setup
TCSPC data was collected in the far-field using a PicoQuant PicoHarp 300 card
with 4 ps resolution. A frequency doubled Ti-Sapphire laser was utilized to excite the
sample at either 400 or 440 nm. The laser pulses at 81 MHz (12 ns) and the pulses were
synched with the TCSPC system using a photodiode, which acted as the stop pulse. The
fluorescence from the sample was collected on a micro photon device (MPD), which
acted as the start pulse. The MPD was coupled to the PicoHarp 300 card. The
fluorescence lifetimes were collected using the PicoQuant software.
TCSPC Technique
In TCSPC, the instrument is able to detect single fluorescent photon events. The
basic principle of the instrument measures the time difference between a start and stop
pulse and then bins the photons at the correct times. This is possible by using a pulsed
laser system that is monitored by a photodiode. When the laser excites the sample, a
photon is emitted and collected on a detector (MPD). The emitted photon then starts the
clock by signaling the time-to-amplitude (TAC) which triggers the voltage ramp. This
voltage ramp is stopped when the next laser pulse is detected on the photodiode. This
detection process is a reverse timing procedure. The TAC then provides a voltage that is
proportional to the length of time between the start and stop pulses. Then a multichannel
analyzer (MCA) converts the voltage recorded from the TAC to a specific time channel.
The single photon events are then binned according to their arrival time. Upon averaging
thousands of photons, a fluorescence lifetime decay can be constructed.
Fluorescence lifetime imaging near-field scanning optical microscopy (FLI-NSOM)
Lifetime images of the PFB/F8BT films were collected using the TCSPC setup
described above. The NSOM ECU was connected to the TimeHarp 100 card to act as an
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external clock. The lifetime images were collected simultaneously with the NSOM
images using the continuous mode function in the TCSPC software. It was determined
that the number of bins should be no larger than 277 or the software would not have
enough memory to store the entire image. The bins are directly related to the collection
window’s time range, the larger the time range the more bins are collected. The
resolution of the NSOM image is also important for FLI, the resolution corresponds to
the number of blanks that needs to be inputted into the continuous mode window. The
number of blanks is equal to the number of pixels divided by 32. For a 200 resolution
NSOM image, there are 40,000 pixels; therefore, the number of blanks is 1250. The
following picture is an example of FLI-NSOM setup.
FLI-NSOM Technique
Fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLI) NSOM is a technique that allows for the
collection of time resolved florescence to be obtained per pixel at the same time a
fluorescence near-field image is collected. The FLI uses the same principle as described
in the TCSPC technique section above. The current NSOM setup, described in Chapter
3, was modified to enable FLI imaging as well as the traditional topography and
fluorescence imaging. Figure 2.1 shows the current FLI-NSOM setup. A frequency
doubled Ti-Saph laser at 440 nm, emits pulses at an 81 MHz frequency and is used to
excite the sample, as well as the stop pulse. In order to detect the stop pulses, a
beamsplitter after the frequency doubling crystal was used to reflect a portion of the laser
light to a photodiode. The photodiode was then coupled into the TimeHarp 100 timing
card located in a separate PC and synched with the laser pulses. The start pulse is
obtained using a multi photon device (MPD) in place of an APD. The MPD is able to
collect photons for use in real time fluorescence images as well as acting as the start pulse
for time resolved measurements. The sample is excited by coupling the laser light into a
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fiber optic tip that has been mounted onto a tuning fork (described in Chapter 3). The tip
is then brought into feedback with the sample raster scanned. Topography, fluorescence,
and time resolved measurements can then be obtained simultaneously on a per pixel
basis. As the sample is excited, the photons detected on the MPD starts the clock and the
clock is stopped when a laser pulse reaches the photodiode. During scanning the
PicoQuant software is operated in continuous mode, which uses an external clock from
the NSOM to determine how long lifetime decays are collected at each pixel. By
obtaining lifetime decays at each pixel, it is possible to detect different lifetimes for
different parts of the sample. In the current study, a polymer mixed film containing
PFB/F8BT was studied because it forms phase separated domains that potentially have
different lifetimes.
Figure 2.1 The current FLI-NSOM set up. Abbreviations: SP, short pass; FDC,
frequency doubling crystal; LP, long pass; MPD, micro photon device.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fluorescence lifetime decays were taken of pure F8BT and PFB films in the far
field to use as a comparison to the mixed F8BT/PFB films lifetimes. The pure films were
both excited at 400 nm, which is near the maximum of PFB (λmax= ~320 nm) and near the
minimum of F8BT (λmax= ~470 nm). The lifetime of the pure F8BT was found to fit a
two exponential decay, with a fast and slow component. The fast lifetime had a decay of
0.917 ns (A1= 1181 counts) and the slow component had a decay time of 24.1 ns (A2=
14.47) (Figure 2.2a). When the pure PFB sample was excited at the same wavelength, it
had a two exponential decay as well but a faster lifetime. The slower component had a
decay time of 1.134 ns (A1= 33.8 counts) and a faster component with a decay time of
0.292 ns (A2= 294 counts) (Figure 2.2b). Next, a lifetime decay was taken of a mixed
F8BT/PFB film. As it turns out, the lifetime of the mixed film had almost the same
lifetime as the pure PFB film (Figure 2.2c). The slow decay of the mixed film was 1.48


















Figure 2.2. Lifetime decays of a pure F8BT film (a), a pure PFB film (b), a mixed
F8BT/PFB film (c), and the IRF (d) all excited at 400 nm.
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The samples were not very fluorescent at 400 nm, so the same samples were
excited with 440 nm light, which is closer to the fluorescence maximum of F8BT (λmax=
~470 nm). When the pure F8BT film was excited at 440 nm, the lifetime decay still fit a
two exponential decay with a slow component of 900 ps (A1= 406 counts) and a fast
component of 19.5 ps (A2= 1380 counts) (Figure 2.3a). At 440 nm the absorption of PFB
is at a minimum and so not much fluorescence is expected. Subsequently, when the pure
PFB film was excited at 440 nm, the fluorescence decay captured ended up overlaying
the IRF perfectly (Figure 2.3b). The same was true for a mixed F8BT/PFB film. The
lifetime decay of the mixed film showed no true lifetime decay and looked more like the
IRF (Figure 2.3c). Observing no lifetime decay for the pure PFB film when excited at
440 nm made sense because there was no absorption at that wavelength. However, there
should have been a lifetime decay detected for the mixed film that was faster than the
pure F8BT film since the film contained both F8BT and PFB. The lack of lifetime decay
indicates that the PFB present in the film quenches any fluorescence of F8BT and

















Figure 2.3 The fluorescence lifetime decays of a pure F8BT film (a), a pure PFB film
(b), a mixed F8BT/PFB film (c), and the IRF (d).
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The lifetime decays of the pure F8BT film excited at 400 nm and 440 nm were
compared to determine if the excitation wavelength affected the lifetime decay. Figure
2.4 show both lifetime decays of pure F8BT. In Figure 2.4, the decays do not overlay
one another, which is due to the differences in the IRF at the different wavelengths.
However, the initial slopes of the decays are similar and when the lifetime decays are
compared (τ1=0.917 ns at 400 nm, and τ1= 0.900 ns at 440 nm), they confirm that the
excitation wavelength does not change the lifetime decay. There is a difference in the
second lifetimes. When F8BT was excited at 400 nm, its second lifetime decay had a
slower lifetime (τ2= 24.1 ns), while the second lifetime decay of F8BT when excited at
440 nm had a much faster component (τ2=19.5 ps). These differences could be due to

















Figure 2.4 Lifetime decays of F8BT excited at 400 nm (a) and 440 nm (b).
FLI-NSOM was utilized to image a mixed F8BT/PFM film in order to look at its
morphology and obtain fluorescence lifetime decays of the phase separated regions.
Ideally the sample would be excited where both the F8BT and PFB can be excited, such
as 400 nm. However, when the mixed polymer film was excited at 400 nm there is
barely any fluorescence detected, even when the sample was being excited with the
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evanescent field and long integration times were used. Therefore, the film was excited at
440 nm, which will excite only the F8BT. Figure 2.5 is the topography and fluorescence
of the F8BT/PFB mixed film. The topography image showed phase separated domains
that appear as spots. The lower lying areas of the film contain mostly PFB and the higher
areas are mostly F8BT. The fluorescence image also showed domains. The lower lying
domains in the topography corresponded with the dark spots in the fluorescence image,
which is consistent with what should be observed for PFB when excited at 440 nm.
While the higher lying areas are definitely F8BT rich.
A
B
Figure 2.5 NSOM images of a mixed F8BT/PFB film excited at 440 nm. A)
Topography image, B) Total fluorescence image.
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Utilizing an IGOR routine written by Dr. Vanden Bout, we were able to form a
lifetime image from all the decays collected at each pixel. The fluorescence lifetime
image looks like the fluorescence image obtained from the NSOM (Figure 2.6). Average
lifetimes were taken of the dark spots (PFB) and the bright spots (F8BT). The lifetime
decay of the F8BT region was fit with a two exponential decay and had a slow
component with a decay time of 1.151 ns (A1= 31.76 counts) and a fast component with a
decay time of 0.2496 ns (A2= 708.7 counts) (Figure 2.6B). In contrast, the lifetime of the
F8BT region in the mixed films is a faster lifetime than that of the pure F8BT film. The
average lifetime decay of the PFB region was also fit with a two exponential decay and a
slow component with a decay time of 1.149 ns (A1= 31.91 counts) and a fast component
decay time of 0.2492 ns (A2= 710.4 counts) (Figure 2.6B). As it turns out, the lifetime
decays for the dark spots and bright areas are the same, which can be seen in Figure 6B;
that the lifetimes overlap almost perfectly, expect for tail end of the decays. This
discrepancy could be due to differing dark counts. Since the lifetimes of the dark and the
bright regions were almost identical, this confirms that the film did not fully phase
separate with the regions of PFB in fact having some F8BT and vice versa. Similar
results were observed by McNeil et al. who used scanning transmission x-ray microscopy
to study TFB/F8BT thin films. They observed that in regions thought to be TFB rich
actually had a large percentage of F8BT present and in F8BT regions a large percent was
PFB.20 Ideally, if the film had fully phase separated into regions solely of PFB and
F8BT, then in the lifetime decays, we should have seen a lifetime resembling pure PFB in
the dark regions and a lifetime decay resembling pure F8BT in the bright regions. Then
at the heterojunctions between the two phases, the lifetime should be a mixture of the
two. The lifetime at the heterojunction should be comprised of a fast component and a
second longer decay that is due to the exciplex formation and it should have a decay time
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of ~54 ns or longer.19 The strong intermixing of the two polymers will lead to effective



















Figure 2.6 A) The fluorescence lifetime image of a F8BT/PFB film. B) Average
lifetime decays of the dark spots (solid line) and bright areas (dashed line).
The dotted line is the IRF.
CONCLUSION
In this chapter, we have demonstrated that FLI-NSOM is able to obtain high
resolution images of F8BT/PFB mixed films. Using an image analysis program, we were
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able to extract average lifetime decays for areas either F8BT or PFB rich. However,
upon fitting the lifetime decays, it was determined that they had the exact same lifetimes.
The lifetime decays also did not show the long lived component from the exciplex,
indicating that efficient charge separation had not taken place. However, this was
consistent with what other researchers had observed in polymer blends of F8BT and PFB.
Although the polymer film did not have different lifetimes in the various regions, we
were able to demonstrate that FLI-NSOM is a powerful tool that can obtain information
about the sample on the nanoscale. Future experiments would include photoconductivity
measurements on these films and also trying to determine a better process to obtain more
phase segregation.
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AMYLOID FIBRILS
Chapter 3: Spectroscopy and Microscopy of Various Fluorescent Dyes
Bound to Amyloid Fibrils
INTRODUCTION
Amyloid fibrils
Amyloidosis is associated with over 20 different neurodegenerative diseases, such
as Alzheimer’s, Creutzfeldt-Jakob, Huntington’s, and Parkinson’s diseases.1-3 It occurs
when normally soluble proteins polymerize and form insoluble, highly ordered
aggregates, called amyloid fibrils, due to diverse biochemical conditions.4 Amyloidosis
is not just associated with neurodegenerative diseases, but is also known to form in other
organs, such as the pancreas in diabetes patients.4 The name amyloid was first used by
Virchow in 1851, which means starch-like. Friedrich and Kekule later discovered that
amyloid fibrils were mostly comprised of proteins and not starches like cellulose;
however, the name amyloid was kept. Researchers, since the discovery of amyloid
fibrils, have been trying to understand their structure and formation, in order to determine
a means to prevent them from forming. Although extensive research has been done on
amyloid fibrils, the cause of amyloid fibril formation still remains unclear.
Although the cause of amyloid fibrils is still unknown, the structure of the fibrils
has been determined through X-ray diffraction, circular dichroism (CD), and electron
microscopy (EM). The X-ray diffraction patterns showed simple repeat patterns with
spacings that were characteristic of the cross β-sheet structure.5 CD was used to monitor
the protein unfolding and subsequent fibril formation as a function of time. Bouchard et
al. observed that prior to heating an insulin solution, two minima at 208 nm and 222 nm
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that are indicative of α-helical structure. Then upon heating the solution the two minima
disappear and a new, singular minimum forms at 216 nm, and this minimum is
characterized as containing all a -sheet structure.6 EM was able to image the fibrils and
found that the fibrils consisted had a diameter of ~7-12 nm and were of various non-
branching lengths.5, 7 The EM images also showed that the fibrils were twisted along the
fibril axis. These techniques were able to determine the amyloid fibril structure, which is
comprised of anti-parallel pleated -sheets that are oriented perpendicular to the fibril
axis.2, 4-9 A variety of proteins are known to form amyloid fibrils by heating and harsh
conditions such as low pH and increased ionic strength; however, several of them are not
disease related7 and it is thought that amyloid formation is generic to all polypeptides.9
Researchers have found that the protein’s primary structure plays a minor role in the
formation of amyloid fibrils and that proteins that form fibrils are not the same size,
sequence, or secondary structure;2 however, once they form amyloid fibrils they all share
the same cross β-sheet structure.4, 5
The actual mechanism of fibril formation is still debated, but most scientists agree
that the general mechanism is a nucleation polymerization reaction. For a nucleation
reaction to occur a few requirements are needed: first, the monomer concentration must
be above the critical concentration; second, there is a lag phase before fibrils will form;
and third, the rate of the formation is dependent upon the protein concentration.10 The
reaction first occurs with the formation of a nucleus, which is formed when a protein
monomer misfolds and attaches to other misfolded proteins forming the nucleus. Powers
et al. determined that just prior to the nucleus formation was the peak of activation
energy and upon formation of the nucleus the structure was stabilized and fibril formation
occurred rapidly afterwards.10 After the nucleus has formed then other misfolded
monomers were able to attach to the nucleus causing elongation and the forming long
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protofilaments. Then two or more protofilaments twist around one another to form
protofibrils and then finally two or more protofibrils twist around one another to form
mature fibrils.7, 11 The coiling of the protofilaments around one another is possibly due to
burial of the hydrophobic amino acids. This coiling forms a higher order fibril structure7.
Spectroscopy as a means to study amyloid fibrils
The first use of spectroscopy in understanding amyloid fibrils was done by
staining the fibrils with Congo red (CR) dye in 1922 by Benhold.4 Later on polarization
microscopy was incorporated by Divry and Florkin and they found that apple green
birefringence was observed when viewed through cross polarizers.12-17 The staining of CR
provided a simple method to test for amyloid fibrils.4 CR is a long symmetric molecule
with two negatively charged sulfate groups and is still used today as an amyloid specific
dye. The spectral properties of CR when bound to fibrils did not show much change in
the excitation and emission, as it is not very fluorescent. Nevertheless, researchers did
find that there was enhanced absorbance and a metachromic shift in the absorption
spectrum.13, 18 The CR orientation within a fibril was determined to be parallel to the fibril
axis by Jin et al., who looked at polarization in Alzheimer’s disease plaques.17 Although,
CR has been observed to bind to amyloid fibrils, it has also been found to bind to proteins
in their native conformation.14, 19
Thioflavin T was introduced by Vassar and Culling in 1959 as another amyloid
specific dye. The ThT structure is very different from CR, it is a smaller positively
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charged dye, and it was found to have a higher affinity and bind more selectively bind to
amyloid fibrils than CR.20 It also had a unique spectral properties upon binding to
amyloid fibrils, which was an enhanced fluorescence signal was observed at ~480 nm.21-26
There was also a red-shift in the excitation maximum to ~450 nm.24, 27 Recently, Krebs et
al. determined that the ThT molecule incorporated itself between the β-sheets and
oriented itself parallel to the fibril axis.21 One benefit of ThT is that it does not bind to
proteins in their native conformations or in a partially folded state. Both ThT and CR
have been found to bind with no distinction between the primary amino acid sequences
and are thought to bind to different sites.
Although, CR and ThT have been used extensively for amyloid fibril
characterization, scientists are always looking for different dyes that can be used for in
vivo imaging. However, the biggest obstacle is trying to synthesize dyes that can pass
through the blood/brain barrier. A family of uncharged benzothiazole derivatives has
shown promise for this purpose. The uncharged benzothiazoles were found to have a
higher binding affinity for amyloid fibrils than ThT.28 Since these dyes are relatively new
not much is known about their spectral properties. The benzothiazole dye specifically
being used in this research is 2-[4’-(dimethylamino)phenyl]-benzothiazole.
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In this chapter, we will discuss in detail the spectroscopy and microscopy of three
different dyes bound to bovine insulin amyloid fibrils, Congo red (CR), thioflavin T
(ThT), and BTA-2. Bovine insulin is a relatively inexpensive protein that is known to
form amyloid fibrils at low pH and high temperatures. The dyes, CR and ThT, have been
extensively studied by other researchers and therefore we will use the known properties
to gain a better understanding of how these dyes orient themselves within the fibrils.
BTA-2 is a relatively new dye in the last 10 years and has been found to have a higher
binding affinity than ThT,28 but its spectral properties are relatively unknown. Absorption
and fluorescence spectroscopy was used to study the effects of the dye binding on its
electronic properties. Upon binding CR did not show any real change in its optical
properties; however, it was used extensively in isothermal titration calorimetry binding
studies, which are discussed in the next chapter. ThT spectral properties made it and
ideal candidate for polarized near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) studies,
which were used to determine the orientation of the ThT dye within a single fibril. BTA-
2 provided us with an alternative dye for our NSOM studies and had very interesting
spectral properties depending on the solvent medium. Other microcopies were used such
as atomic force microscopy (AFM) to look at the topography of fibril films and
fluorescence microscopy to see the ThT fluorescence in fibrils while in solution.
EXPERIMENTAL
Materials
Gold seal coverslips were purchased through Fisher Scientific. Insulin from a
bovine pancreas was used as purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and was stored at -20 °C in a
desiccator. 3-aminopropylethoxy silane, 0.1% Poly(Lysine) solution in water, Congo
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red, and Thioflavin T were used as purchased from Sigma-Aldrich with no further
purification. BTA-2 was synthesized as described below.
Fibril formation
Fibrils were prepared by dissolving insulin in pH 2 water (0.5 mg/mL). The
solution was then filtered through a 0.2 µm filter into a small vial, the solution was
filtered to remove insulin not in the monomeric form. A stir bar was added to the
solution and then Parafilm was placed around the cap to prevent evaporation. The
solution was then placed in an oil bath and heated at 60 °C for 24 hours. After heating,
the fibrils were allowed to cool to room temperature before centrifuging. The fibril
solution was pipetted into an epindorf and centrifuged using an Eppendorf 5415R
centrifuge at 3000 rpm for 2.5 min. The fibrils were centrifuged to remove any large
globules. After centrifuging the supernatant was removed and pipetted into a new
epindorf. Solutions were stored in a refrigerator (~10 °C) until needed; however, fibril
solutions more than 10 days old were no longer used.
BTA-2 synthesis
BTA-2 was synthesized as described in literature by Alagille et al.29 Further
purification was done beyond the literature. First, the BTA-2 was dissolved in ethanol
and then was filtered through a Buckner funnel to remove any undissolved particulates.
Next nanopure water was added to the BTA-2/ethanol mixture until a shimmery, pale
yellow precipitate formed. The precipitate was then filtered using a Buckner funnel, and
then the solid was placed in a Petri dish to dry. The BTA-2 was characterized by 1H
NMR and high resolution mass spectrometry.
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Fibril solutions
Fibril solutions used for ThT absorption and fluorescence studies were prepared
by diluting a portion of the stock fibril solution with nanopure water and adding an
aliquot of a 0.8 mg/mL ThT solution in water. ThT solutions were made by dissolving it
into water or glycerin. Fibril solutions used for BTA-2 absorption and fluorescence
studies were prepared three ways. The first solution was prepared by diluting an aliquot
of the stock fibril solution with pH 2 water and then adding an aliquot of 0.9 mg/mL
BTA-2 in CH3CN. The second fibril solution used the same amount of stock fibrils and
BTA-2, but was diluted with nanopure water. The third fibril solution was made again
using the same amount of stock fibril solution and BTA-2, but was diluted with a 1:1
mixture of nanopure water: CH3CN. The same three solutions containing BTA-2 alone
were made the same way but without the fibrils.
Fibril solutions for fluorescence microscopy were made by diluting an aliquot of
the stock fibril solution with nanopure water and then adding an aliquot of 0.8 mg/mL
ThT solution in water. For NSOM samples, a fibril solution was made using an aliquot
of the stock fibril solution and then diluted with pH 2 water and an aliquot of 0.9 mg/mL
BTA-2 solution in CH3CN. Fibril solutions for AFM studies were made by diluting a
portion of the stock fibril solution with water at various concentrations.
Coverslip preparation
Coverslips were cleaned using a March Plasma CS1701F RIE etching system at




PL is comprised of positively charged amine groups, that coat the surface of the
substrate in order to adhere biological samples. The cleaned coverslips were placed onto
kimwipes to be functionalized with PL for fibril adhesion. A 10 uL aliquot of PL was
pipetted onto the surface and then smeared all over the coverslip using the edge of
another coverslip. Excess PL was dragged off the end of the coverslip onto a kimwipe.
The coverslips were then covered with a Petri dish and allowed to air dry for 10 min.
Silanization
By silanating the surface of a coverslip, the silanes form covalent bonds with the
glass surface’s hydroxyl groups, while the positively charged amine groups stick out
away from the surface. A 2% solution of 3-aminopropylethoxy silane (1 mL) and
acetone (49 mL) was mixed in an oven dried glass jar with stopper. The acetone was
dried using molecular sieve 24 hours prior to use. The acetone must be dry because the
silanes will react with any water present. The silane solution was made fresh every time.
Three Columbian jars and a beaker of deionized water were set out on the bench. The
silane solution was poured into the first Columbian jar. The second Columbian jar
contained dried acetone and the third Columbian jar contained deionized water. Four
coverslips were placed in the first Columbian jar containing the silane solution for 1 min.
The coverslips were then removed and placed in the Columbian jar containing the dried
acetone for 1 min. After 1 min, the coverslips were then transferred to the Columbian jar
containing the deionized water for 1 min. Finally each coverslip was dipped vigorously
in the beaker of deionized water to ensure that they were completely rinsed off. The
coverslips were then allowed to air dry under a Petri dish. Note, if the coverslips have
white streaks or spots they were not rinsed well enough and the procedure will need to be
repeated with clean coverslips. Also, once the coverslips are functionalized, care should
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be taken to avoid touching them with bare hands because this will defunctionalize the
silanes and then the fibrils will not bind to them.
Fibril Adhesion
This procedure can be used on either silanated coverslips or PL coated coverslips.
Once the functionalized coverslips are dry a previously prepared fibril solution (see
above) was pipetted all over the surface of the coverslip (if the coverslips are uniformly
functionalized they should be hydrophilic and the fibril solution should be uniformly
wetted across the film). The samples were covered and left alone for 10 min. They were
then gently rinsed in a Petri dish of deionized water to remove any excess solution and
fibrils. The samples were then placed on a Kimwipe and covered with a Petri dish to
prevent dust from settling on the sample and allowed to air dry.
Absorption Spectroscopy
Absorption spectra were obtained using a Beckman DU 7400 UV-Visible Diode-
array spectrophotometer. The spectra were collected using a 1.5 mL volume Starna
quartz cuvette with a path length of 1 cm (this cuvette was also used for fluorescence
spectroscopy).
Fluorescence Spectroscopy
Fluorescence and anisotropy measurements were acquired using a Photon
Technologies International Quanta Master Model C Cuvette based scanning fluorometer.
Bandpass filters of appropriate wavelength were used to ensure a monochromatic
excitation beam. Long pass filters were used in the emission path to help eliminate
scattered excitation light. For anisotropy measurements, polarizers mounted on a rotation
stage were placed in the excitation and emission path. The following polarizations were
collected: HH, HV, VH, VV (H=horizontal polarization, V=vertical polarization), where
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the first letter denotes the polarization of the excitation and the second letter is the
polarization of the emission. The G-factor of the instrument was determined by dividing
the intensity of the HV polarizations by the intensity of the HH polarizations for each












Fluorescence Spectroscopy of Fibril Films
The three fibrils solutions made with BTA-2, described above, were made into
films. Coverslips were cleaned, coated with poly(lysine), and the fibrils attached to the
surface. Once the samples were dry, fluorescence spectra were taken obtained for all
three using a home-built sample scanning inverted microscope. The samples were
excited with a 405 nm CW laser by illuminating the sample off a dichroic mirror and
through a 1.25 numerical aperture microscope objective. The sample fluorescence was
collected through the same microscope objective onto a spectrometer (Acton) equipped
with a CCD camera (Princeton Instruments, LN-400EB).
Time Correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC)
TCSPC lifetimes were taken on an EG&G Ortec TRUMP-PCI Multichannel
analyzer. The fibril solutions and ThT in glycerin were excited at 440 nm by a Spectra-
Physics Ti-Saph laser that was frequency doubled using a second harmonic generator. A
440 nm band pass (BP) filter was placed in the excitation path to ensure the excitation
was at the correct wavelength. A 500 nm BP filter was place in the emission path before
the MCP. A mounted polarizer on a rotation stage was in the emission path and was set
to the magic angle of 54.7°. Lifetime data of fibrils with ThT, and ThT in glycerin were
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collected at the magic angle. An instrument response function (IRF) lifetime was taken
at the end of the day. The lifetime data of the fibril samples with bound ThT were
collected for 2 min. While lifetime data of ThT in glycerin was collected for 1 min. The
time per channel was ~23.2 ps. Lifetime data was analyzed in PicoQuant’s FluoroFit
software program.
Near-field Scanning Optical Microscopy (NSOM)
Near-Field Optical Microscopy (NSOM) images were collected using an Aurora
system (Thermomicroscopes/Veeco). A frequency doubled Ti-Sapphire laser was
utilized to excite the sample at either 400 or 440 nm. Near-field probes were
manufactured in-house and mounted on piezo-electric tuning forks for shear-force
feedback. Samples containing BTA-2 were excited at 400 nm and the fluorescence of
was collected through a 418 nm long pass filter and then split using a polarizing beam
splitter onto an avalanche photo-diode (APD) and a micro photon device (MPD). The
MPD also collected lifetime data. Samples containing ThT were excited at 440 nm and
the fluorescence was collected through a 455 nm long pass filter and then split using a
polarizing beam splitter onto two APDs.
NSOM Technique
NSOM is a powerful technique that can be used to gain topographical information
and optical information concurrently. NSOM is able to image samples with a higher
spatial resolution than other optical microscopy techniques because it is able to resolve
beyond the traditional diffraction limit. Typical far field optical microscopy has a
resolution limit of half the wavelength of light used; however, in NSOM the resolution is
determined by the size the tip aperture and not the wavelength of light used. A NSOM
tip is a coated, pulled fiber optic tip with a subwavelength aperture ideally between 50-
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100 nm. When the confined light exits the subwavelength aperture, it forms an
evanescent field, which has an illumination distance of ~10nm from the end of the tip
before it quickly diverges. Therefore in order to excite in the near-field the tip must be
brought into close proximity to the sample.
In order to obtain high resolution NSOM images, a good quality NSOM probe is
needed. NSOM probes are made using a micropipette puller, which heats a fiber and
then pulls it to a very small tip. The tips are then coated with aluminum in a thermal
evaporator. The tips are checked after coating by coupling a red HeNe laser into the fiber
optic in order to ensure that they have an aperture and that no pinholes are present.
However, the size of the aperture can not be quantitatively determined without using a
scanning electron microscope (SEM). Figure 3.1 is a SEM image of a coated tip. After
characterizing, a good tip will be mounted onto a high frequency tuning fork. When
placed into the NSOM, a good tip should have a high quality factor (or Q). The quality
factor is resonance quality of the tip and is calculated by dividing the maximum
frequency by the full width at high maximum. Generally, a Q-factor higher than 300 is
considered good.
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Figure 3.1 Left image is a SEM image of an aluminum coated near-field tip. The right
image is of a near-field tip being mounted onto a tuning fork (picture was
taken by Kevin Channon from Cavendish Laboratory).
The basic NSOM operation implores a feedback loop in order to keep the tip
within a 10 nm distance from the surface. The sample is placed on a piezo electric stage
with the tip oscillating at its resonant frequency above it. Then in order to bring the tip
into feedback, the piezo electric stage is slowly raised until the tip oscillation is
dampened from the interaction with the surface. Once in feedback the sample is raster
scanned and an image collected in far field optics in a pixel by pixel approach. By using
this method, correlated topography and fluorescence images can be taken simultaneously.
The current NSOM used in the Vanden Bout research group is shown in figure 2.
The illumination source is Tsunami Ti-Sapphire laser that is coupled into a frequency
doubling crystal. The emitting light after the frequency doubling crystal can range from
390-440 nm depending on where the Ti-Saph laser is tuned. The laser light is then
passed through a short pass filter to remove any infrared light and then coupled into a
fiber optic coupler that is coupled into the NSOM tip. When in feedback, the NSOM tip
excites the sample and the fluorescence from the sample is collected through a high
numerical aperture objective. The fluorescence then is focused through a lens and
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filtered through a long pass filter of appropriate wavelength to remove any laser
excitation light. The fluorescence is then collected onto an avalanche photo diode
(APD). If polarized fluorescence images are desired then the fluorescence can be split
using a cubic beamsplitter and collected the polarized fluorescence on two APDs.
Figure 3.2 Current NSOM setup used. Abbreviations: FDC, frequency doubling
crystal; SP, short pass; LP, long pass; APD, avalanche photodiode.
Atomic Force Microscopy
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) images were taken on a Nanoscope II (Digital
Instruments/Veeco) multimode scanning probe microscope in tapping mode. Underwater
AFM images were collected using the Digital Instruments/Veeco underwater tip holder
with a contact mode tip in tapping mode. The procedure for underwater imaging is as
follows: the AFM sample is placed in the AFM and the microscope was adjusted so that
the surface was in focus (once the surface was found the microscope was not moved
again because it was impossible to find the sample surface once water has been placed on
the surface), then a drop of deionized water was pipetted onto the sample, next DI water
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was injected into one of the tip holder’s side holes, until the tip was completely immersed
in water, after that, the tip holder was carefully placed into the AFM, so that a column of
water between the tip and the sample was formed, and finally the tip was then brought in
close to the surface manually.
AFM Technique
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is a scanning probe technique used to examine
the surface topography of films. The AFM works by raster scanning the sample under a
sharp tip on a cantilever. As the tip is tracked across the surface, a laser beam is shone
down onto the tip where it is reflected onto a photodiode. And as the tip is attracted and
repelled by the surface, the magnitude of deflection is then plotted versus tip position.
There are three main ways the tip can interact with the surface, in contact mode, non-
contact mode, and tapping mode. Specifically, in this research tapping mode was utilized
because it is a more gentle technique than contact mode and will not damage the sample.
In tapping mode the tip is oscillated at a resonance frequency above the surface and it
only taps the surface for a very small fraction of the time.
Fluorescence Microscopy
Fluorescence microscopy images were obtained on an Olympus BX60
microscope with a Diagnostic Instruments SPOT camera. Images were collected using a
100X oil immersion objective. Samples were made by placing an 8 µL aliquot of a fibril
solution containing ThT onto a microscope slide which was then covered with a





Absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy was used to study the binding of CR to
amyloid fibrils. Two solutions containing the same concentration of CR were made, with
one in water only and one containing fibrils. The absorption spectrum of a CR solution
in water had two peaks, one at 350 nm and the larger second peak had a maximum
absorption of ~500 nm. When the CR solution was excited at 500 nm, the emission
spectrum had no vibrational structure and a wavelength maximum at ~620 nm. When
fibrils were introduced into the solution, the absorption spectrum still had two absorption
peaks. The first absorption peak at 350 nm decreased slightly, while the second
absorption peak red-shifted to ~530 nm. When the CR/fibril solution was excited at 500
nm, there was enhanced fluorescence and the emission spectrum slightly blue-shifted to
~610 nm. Figure 3.3 shows the normalized absorption and emission spectra for both CR
alone in solution and bound to amyloid fibrils. When CR was alone in water, it had a
very low quantum efficiency and will only have detectable fluorescence when the
fluorometer slit widths are opened to ~2 mm (or ~8 nm). The low quantum efficiency is
due to the CR structure being a floppy molecule, and which decays mostly through non-
radiative channels. When CR in solution was excited, the photon relaxes to a lower
vibrational state before emitting as non-radiative decay. Then when CR was bound to the
fibrils, it caused the CR structure to become more rigid, which slightly blue-shifted the
emission and caused an increase in the quantum efficiency, seen by the increase in the
fluorescence signal. However, the fluorescence signal increases by a little less than an
order of magnitude, which suggests that most of the decay is still dominated by non-
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radiative decay. The low quantum efficiency of CR even when bound to fibrils does not





















Figure 3.3 Normalized absorption and emission spectra for CR in water (solid lines)
and bound to fibrils (dotted lines).
Anisotropy measurements were taken of CR free in solution and when CR was
bound to the fibrils. Figure 3.4A shows the anisotropy plotted with the emission
spectrum of CR free in solution. CR free in solution has an average anisotropy of ~0.33;
this is unusual for a small molecule dye in solution, which should have a anisotropy of
zero. However, CR is known to form micelles above a 6 µM concentration, the solution
used for the anisotropy measurements had a CR concentration of ~29 µM; well above the
critical micelle concentration. Therefore the reason for the high anisotropy is probably
due to the presence of slow rotating micelles in the solution. To prove that it was indeed
micelles causing the anisotropy to be 0.33, a CR solution below the micelle concentration
could be used to calculate the anisotropy; however, since the CR in solution has a low
quantum efficiency, a concentration less than 6 µM would be almost impossible to detect
enough fluorescence to calculate the anisotropy accurately. Figure 4B shows the
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anisotropy plotted with the emission spectrum of CR bound to fibrils. When CR was
bound to fibrils the average anisotropy was calculated to be ~0.36, which is reasonable
because CR is now bound to a fibril which is a large slow rotating aggregate that confines



















































Figure 3.4 The anisotropy and emission of A) CR in water (r= 0.33) and B) CR bound
to amyloid fibrils (r= 0.36).
Thioflavin T
Absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy were used to study the spectral changes
of ThT when it binds to amyloid fibrils. ThT alone in water has an absorption maximum
at 412 nm and an emission maximum at ~480 nm. The quantum efficiency of ThT in
water is low, meaning it absorbs well, but loses most of its energy non-radiatively. This
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is most likely from internal rotation around the single between the dimethylaniline group
and the benzothiazole group. Then upon binding to amyloid fibrils, the excitation
maximum has a bathochromic shift to 460 nm. Figure 3.5A shows the absorption,
excitation and emission spectra for ThT free in solution and bound to amyloid fibrils. In
the emission spectrum no significant shift was observed; however, the fluorescence
intensity increased significantly (~106 fold increase in fluorescence). The increase in
fluorescence intensity is due to the confinement of the ThT molecule within the fibrils,
then when the ThT is excited it can no longer rotate around the single bond as it can in
solution; thus, effectively keeping the molecule planar and increasing the ThT’s quantum
efficiency. This increase in the quantum efficiency of ThT can also be mimicked by
dissolving ThT in a viscous medium such as glycerin. When ThT is dissolved in
glycerin, it has an absorption maximum at 424 nm and an emission maximum at 495 nm,
and the emission intensity is also increased (Figure 3.5B). The red-shift in of the
absorption peak is indicative of the red-shift observed when ThT binds to amyloid fibrils,
although it does not shift to the same wavelength because glycerin is not able to constrain
ThT as well as the fibril structure. Then in the emission spectrum, the reason the ThT’s
intensity increases is because glycerin is so viscous, it does not allow ThT to release
energy as non-radiative, and thus increases its fluorescence quantum yield. ThT has been











































Figure 3.5 Absorption, excitation and emission of ThT in water, glycerin, and bound to
fibrils. A) Absorption and emission of ThT in water (dotted lines),
Excitation and emission of ThT bound to amyloid fibrils (solid lines). B)
Absorption of ThT in glycerin (solid line) and emission of ThT in glycerin
(dashed line).
Time correlated single photon counting lifetimes were collected of ThT in
glycerin and ThT bound to fibrils. Both samples were excited with 440 nm light and the
fluorescence counts were collected at 500 nm. The lifetimes were collected through a
polarizer set at the magic angle (54.7°). When ThT was in glycerin, the lifetime fit to a
two exponential decay comprised of fast and a slow lifetime. The slow component had a
lifetime of 526.4 ps (A1= 9411 counts) and the fast component had a lifetime of 172.9 ps
(A2= 9890 counts) (figure 3.6b). The lifetime of the ThT bound to fibrils also fit a two
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exponential decay, but had a longer lifetime than when ThT was in glycerin. The slow
component of the ThT bound to fibrils had a lifetime of 1.73 ns (A1= 6544 counts) and
the fast component had a lifetime of 515.0 ps (A2= 4180 counts) (Figure 3.6a). The
reason ThT has a faster lifetime in glycerin is because ThT still decays mostly through
non-radiative decay. Even though glycerin decreases the rotation around ThT’s single
bond, it does not increase the quantum efficiency as much as when ThT is confined in the
fibrils. Therefore, ThT in glycerin still has a large non-radiative component giving it a























Figure 3.6 Lifetime decays of ThT in glycerin and bound to fibrils excited at 440 nm.
a) The lifetime of ThT bound to fibrils, b) the lifetime of ThT in glycerin, c)
the IRF.
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Anisotropy measurements were also collected to study the effects of binding.
ThT is a small molecule and when free in solution should have an anisotropy of zero;
however, if the molecule is known to form micelles at high concentrations then the
observed anisotropy can be greater than zero. This is the case with ThT, when it is
dissolved in water the average anisotropy is 0.32, which indicates that micelles are in fact
present in the solution. The anisotropy for a molecule is zero when the molecule rotates
faster than the fluorescence lifetime and the anisotropy can be increased by slowing down
the rotation of the molecule by either fixing it in film or using a more viscous solvent.
Therefore, when ThT is dissolved in glycerin the anisotropy increases to ~0.3, indicating
that the molecular rotation has indeed been slowed and that the dye no longer rotates
faster than it emits. Finally, when ThT is bound to amyloid fibrils the average anisotropy
was calculated to be ~0.38, and this indicates that the ThT dye is fixed in the amyloid
fibrils and cannot rotate at all. Figure 3.7 shows the emission and anisotropy spectra for
ThT in the three different mediums. The difference in anisotropy values between ThT




























































Figure 3.7 Anisotropies and emission spectra of ThT in water, glycerin and bound to
fibrils. A) ThT in water (r= 0.32), B) ThT in glycerin (r= 0.3), C) ThT
bound to fibrils (r= 0.38).
Since the ThT does bind to amyloid fibrils, it was important to determine if there
was a concentration dependence for ThT to bind to amyloid fibrils. Therefore, an
experiment was done where several solutions containing the same amount of fibrils were
made, but each one had a different concentration of ThT ranging from 0.3 µM to 125 µM.
An emission spectrum was taken of each sample by exciting at 440 nm. Then the
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fluorescence intensity at 484 nm was plotted versus the ThT concentration (Figure 3.8).
The graph shows that as the concentration of ThT is increased the fluorescence’s
intensity increases linearly below the micelle concentration. Then above the micelle
concentration the intensity slightly plateaus before reaching a peak in the fluorescence.
Then upon increasing the ThT concentration further the intensity starts decreasing. The
fibrils in the solution have a set amount of binding sites available for ThT to bind and
therefore at really low concentrations there are more binding sites available then ThT
molecules. So as more and more ThT molecules are added the fluorescence intensity will
keep increasing until all the binding sites are saturated, and the fluorescence maximum
will be reached. Then if more ThT dye is added after all the binding sites are occupied
then the decrease in fluorescence intensity is possibly due to the self-quenching of the
excess dye. The binding of ThT as a function of pH was also studied and those results
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M)
Figure 3.8 Graph of the intensity of ThT when bound (484 nm) versus the total ThT
concentration added. The inset is plot of ThT concentration below the
micelle concentration [y = (1.5582*105 cps/µM) x + 1.3903*105 cps].
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BTA-2 
BTA-2 was studied using absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy. BTA-2 is a
structurally similar dye to ThT; however, it lacks the methyl group on the benzothiazole’s
nitrogen that makes ThT a charged molecule. When the positive charge is removed, the
molecule goes from being soluble in water to being insoluble. This is a problem because
the fibrils are in an aqueous solution. Previous researchers who have used BTA-2 were
able to circumvent this problem by first making a stock BTA-2 solution in DMSO and
then dissolving an aliquot of this solution in water or a buffered solution, since DMSO is
miscible in water.28, 30, 31 However, our ultimate goal was to use the BTA-2/fibrils
solutions to make NSOM samples on poly(lysine) coated coverslips. Poly(lysine) is a
positively charged molecule that enables the fibrils to adhere to the surface; however,
DMSO has a formal negative charge and is extremely good at solvating positive charges.
Consequently, it may compete with the amyloid fibrils for adhesion to the poly(lysine)
surface or dissolve the poly(lysine) off the coverslips. This would then prevent the fibrils
from adhering to the coverslip. Therefore, an alternative solvent, acetonitrile (CH3CN),
was used in order to avoid the potential problems associated with DMSO. Acetonitrile is
miscible in water and does not contain a charged group that would compete with the
fibrils for binding on the surface. BTA-2 was found to dissolve well in acetonitrile,
which would enable BTA-2 to be dissolved in aqueous solutions.
Unfortunately, BTA-2 is a relatively new dye and little is known about sample
preparation with fibrils in solution. Therefore, a series of three samples were made in
order to determine the optimal sample preparation alone and with fibrils. The samples all
contained the same amount of fibrils and BTA-2 dye concentrations, the only varying
factor was the dilution solvent. The first sample was diluted with pH 2 water, which gave
the solution a pale yellow color and had an approximate pH of 2. The second solution
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was diluted with nanopure water and it became a cloudy yellow color, with an
approximate pH of 5. The third solution was diluted with a 1:1 mixture of water and
acetonitrile, and it had a rich yellow color, with an approximate pH of about 5. The pH
of the solution is important because the pKa of the nitrogen on the dimethyl aniline group
has been reported to be ~2 (as reported by Klunk et al.28), and if the nitrogen is protonated
this would potentially increase the solubility of BTA-2 in water. The cloudy yellow color
associated with the BTA-2/fibril sample that was diluted with water is possibly due to the
BTA-2 starting to crash out of solution, since at pH 5 the dimethyl aniline nitrogen would
start to deprotonate. The reason the third BTA-2/fibril sample did not show any
precipitate at pH 5 is because there was enough acetonitrile to keep the BTA-2 fully
solvated. Since these solutions contained fibrils, it was important to have BTA-2
solutions made the same way without fibrils present in order to confirm binding had
occurred and to look at the spectroscopy of BTA-2 free in solution. Also a solution
containing ThT bound to fibrils and solution with ThT alone acted as controls for
comparison, and to ensure binding to the fibrils was observed. It was decided that
spectroscopy would not done on the samples containing BTA-2 samples diluted with
water, since it was determined the BTA-2 had crashed out of solution.
Absorption, excitation, and emission spectra were taken of BTA-2 alone in pH 2
water. The absorption spectrum of the BTA-2 alone in pH 2 water had a single
absorption peak with a maximum at ~430 nm. An emission spectrum was then taken by
exciting at 420 nm (a 420 nm band pass filter was used, due to lack of a 430 nm band
pass filter) and the emission spectrum had a single peak at ~475 nm. Next an excitation
spectrum was taken collecting the emission at 475 nm. The excitation spectrum had a
peak at 365 nm, which is significantly blue-shifted, 65 nm, from the absorption
spectrum’s peak. Since the excitation spectrum had a different peak from the absorption
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spectrum, another emission spectrum was taken, this time exciting at 365 nm. When the
sample was excited at 365 nm, the emission peak blue-shifted to ~440 nm and a 3.5 fold
increase in the intensity was observed (Figure 3.9A). Figure 3.9B shows all the
normalized spectra for BTA-2 in pH 2 water. The dramatic differences in the absorption
and excitation spectra were unusual, but the shift in the emission spectra upon exciting at
different wavelengths, suggested that another species of BTA-2 was present in the
solution. To ensure that the spectral shifts were not due to impurities from the starting
materials, absorption, emission, and excitation spectra were taken of benzothiazole and
N,N-dimethylaniline. The starting materials spectra were out in the UV region and did
not overlap with any of the BTA-2 spectra in solution. Therefore, the spectral shifts in
the BTA-2 solutions were not due to impurities and must be caused by another species
being present. ThT has been known to form micelles in solution and since BTA-2 has a






































Figure 3.9 A) Emission spectra of BTA-2 in pH 2 water excited at 420 nm (dashed
line) and excited at 365 nm (solid line). B)Absorption (solid line),
excitation (dashed line), and emission spectra of BTA-2 alone in pH 2
water. The dotted-dashed line is the emission spectrum when excited at 420
nm and the dotted line is the emission spectrum when excited at 365 nm.
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Anisotropy measurements would give some insight if micelles were indeed
forming. If micelles were present, then the anisotropy should be greater than zero
because the micelles are a slower rotating species than a free BTA-2 molecules. If a zero
anisotropy was obtained, this would indicate a small freely rotating molecule, that rotates
faster than it emits. The anisotropy was calculated for BTA-2 in pH 2 water first by
exciting at 420 nm, near the peak of the absorption spectrum, and was found to have an
average anisotropy of ~0.28 (Figure 3.10A). However, when the sample was excited at
365 nm, the peak of the excitation spectrum, the average anisotropy was calculated to be
~0.06 (Figure 3.10B). The anisotropy measurements indicate that there is indeed two
different species present in the solution. The slower rotating species of BTA-2, which an
absorption at 430 nm and an emission at 475 nm, is mostly like micelles. While the
faster rotating species, which has an excitation maximum at 365 nm and emits at 440 nm,
would be from the free BTA-2 molecules. Although, micelles are generally observed by
an additional small red-shifted peak in the absorption spectrum along with the free dye


















































Figure 3.10 Anisotropy and emission spectra of BTA-2 in pH 2 water. A) Shows the
anisotropy when the solution is excited at 420 nm (r= 0.28). B) The
anisotropy when the solution is excited at 365 nm (r= 0.06).
The BTA-2 solution in a 1:1 mixture of water and CH3CN gave further insight
into determining if micelles were indeed forming. An absorption, emission, and emission
spectra were taken of the BTA-2 alone in a solution diluted with a 1:1 mixture of CH3CN
and water. The absorption spectrum of the BTA-2 alone in solution was so concentrated
that the absorption was maxed out at 3; however, there was a detectable peak at 430 nm,
similar to the absorption peak observed when BTA-2 was in pH 2 water. This large
absorption was odd, since the solution contained the same BTA-2 concentration as the
BTA-2 solution in pH 2 water, and that solution had an absorption OD of 0.7 at 430 nm.
The sample was not diluted to decrease the absorption because all the samples were made
with the same and we wanted to be able to directly compare the samples. The BTA-2
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solution was then excited at 420 nm, and the emission spectrum had a maximum peak at
~470 nm. The excitation spectrum was then taken collecting at 470 nm and a sharp peak
at ~400 nm was observed. The excitation spectrum was blue-shifted from the 430 nm
absorption peak, which was similar to what was observed when BTA-2 was in pH 2
water. Thus, another emission spectrum was taken this time exciting at the excitation
peak, 400 nm. The emission spectrum of the BTA-2 solution excited at 400 nm, had a
maximum peak at ~460 nm and was an order of magnitude more intense than the
emission spectrum at 470 nm (Figure 3.11B inset). Figure 3.11B shows the normalized
spectra for BTA-2 alone in 1:1 mixture of CH3CN and water. Since the sample
containing BTA-2 in 1:1 mixture of CH3CN and water maxed out in the absorption
spectrum, it was diluted in order to lower the OD. Upon diluting the sample, the peak at
430 nm disappeared; leaving a single peak at 360 nm (Figure 3.11A). The disappearance
of the red-shifted peak at 430 nm suggests that there are in fact micelles present in the
solution. It is known that small molecule dye aggregates are known to have red-shifted
absorption peaks and upon dilution can be dispersed, leading to the disappearance of the
red-shifted peak. Anisotropy measurements were performed in order to confirm if
micelles were present in the solution. Anisotropy measurements were first taken of the
BTA-2 in 1:1 mixture of water and CH3CN by exciting at 420 nm. The average
anisotropy was calculated to be ~0.22, indicating that there is slowly rotating species
present. Next, anisotropy measurements were taken of the solution by exciting at 400 nm
and the average anisotropy was found to be ~0.017 (Figure 3.11C). The absorption












































































Figure 3.11 BTA-2 alone in a 1:1 mixture of CH3CN and water. A) Absorption spectra:
concentrated (solid line) and diluted (dotted line). B) Diluted absorption
spectrum (dotted line), excitation spectrum (dashed-dotted line), emission
spectrum excited at 420 nm (dashed line), and the emission spectrum
excited at 400 nm (solid line). The inset shows the emission spectra when
excited at 420 nm (dashed line) and excited at 400 nm (solid line). C)
Anisotropy excited at 400 nm (r =0.017)
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Micelle formation occurred in both BTA-2 solutions and was the cause of the
spectral shifts observed in the solutions. The 430 nm peak in the absorption spectrum
was due to the micelles; however, the excitation spectrum was from the free BTA-2
molecules in solution. A possible reason no peak at 430 nm was observed in the
excitation scan was due to the micelles self quenching or because the free BTA-2 is so
much more fluorescent that it overwhelms any micelle fluorescence. Then upon exciting
at the excitation maximum, we are now exciting only the free BTA-2 molecules in
solution and this would account for the blue-shift emission spectrum, relative to the
emission spectrum when the micelles were excited. Comparing the two BTA-2 solutions
used, similar spectral behavior was observed; however, the absorption spectrum of BTA-
2 in pH 2 water had no additional absorption peak, only the 430 nm peak. This suggests
that in pH 2 water, the majority of the BTA-2 molecules exist as micelles and what little
free BTA-2 exists in solution does not absorb enough to be detected. Then if the sample
was excited at the excitation peak, no fluorescence was observed from the micelle peak
(λmax= 475 nm) because the fluorescence intensity of the small amount of free BTA-2 was
so intense that it drowned out any fluorescence from the micelles. The anisotropy
measurements confirmed a slow rotating species present, which is consistent with
micelles. In the 1:1 mixture of water and CH3CN, the BTA-2 is mostly in its free state;
however, micelle formation did occur at high concentrations. In pure CH3CN, BTA-2 did
form micelles even at high concentrations and had an anisotropy of 0.004 (Figure 3.12).
This indicates that as more CH3CN is added to the solution, the CH3CN prevents micelle
formation, which is why only a peak 360 nm is present. The decrease in micelle
formation between samples was also observed in the anisotropy measurements. There
was a decrease in the anisotropy at the micelle emission when more CH3CN was present
in solution, going from an anisotropy of 0.28 in pH 2 water to 0.22 in a 1:1 mixture of
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water and CH3CN. Therefore, this suggests that water promotes the formation of BTA-2 






















Figure 3.12 The anisotropy and emission spectrum of BTA-2 in CH3CN (r= 0.004).
Now that micelle formation had been confirmed, the BTA-2 binding to fibrils was
studied. An absorption spectrum was taken of BTA-2 bound to fibrils in pH 2 water. In
the absorption spectrum, two peaks were observed, one at 385 nm and another peak at
430 nm, which is from the absorption of the micelles. An emission spectrum was first
taken by exciting at 420 nm and had a maximum at ~475 nm, which is the same λmax
observed when BTA-2 alone in pH 2 water, indicating that there are still micelles present
in the solution. An excitation spectrum was taken and the excitation maximum was at
380 nm. This maximum was at the same wavelength as the first peak in the absorption
spectrum, which indicates that the first absorption peak is the absorption from the bound
BTA-2. When the sample was then excited at the peak of the excitation spectrum, the
emission spectrum had a maximum peak at 425 nm. The excitation spectrum and the
emission spectrum (excited at 385 nm) corresponds to BTA-2 bound to fibrils. Figure
3.13A is the normalized spectra for BTA-2 bound to fibrils in pH 2 water. Anisotropy
measurements were also taken by exciting the sample at 385 nm in order to confirm
binding. The average anisotropy was calculated to be ~0.33 (Figure 3.13B). This
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indicates that BTA-2 did indeed bind to the fibrils because an anisotropy of ~0.33













































Figure 3.13 BTA-2 bound to fibrils in pH 2 water. A) Absorption (solid line), excitation
(dashed line), and emission (dotted line) spectra. B) Anisotropy excited at
385 nm (r= 0.33).
Although BTA-2 forms micelles, it was still able to bind to the fibrils in pH 2
water. Figure 3.14 is the normalized excitation and emission spectra of BTA-2 free and
bound to fibrils in pH 2 water. When BTA-2 is alone in solution the excitation maximum
is at 365 nm and the emission maximum is at 440 nm, then upon binding to the fibrils the
excitation maximum red-shifts to 380 nm and the emission maximum blue-shifts to 425
nm, and the emission intensity also increased by a factor of 6. This trend is similar to
what was observed when ThT binds to amyloid fibrils. When BTA-2 binds to fibrils, the
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emission blue-shifts and the quantum efficiency of the dye increased due to its
confinement in the fibrils. Whereas in the excitation spectrum a red shift was observed
because when BTA-2 is bound to the fibrils, the BTA-2 molecule has a slightly planar
conformation and requires less energy to be excited. In comparing the quantum
efficiency of BTA-2 to ThT when alone in solution, BTA-2 seems to have a higher













Figure 3.14 Excitation and emission spectra of BTA-2 alone (dotted lines) and bound to
fibrils (solid lines) in pH 2 water.
Absorption, emission, and emission spectra were taken of the BTA-2 bound to
fibrils in the solution diluted with a 1:1 mixture of CH3CN and water. The absorption
spectrum taken of the BTA-2 solution bound to fibrils was again maxed out with an OD
of 3, but also had the micelle peak at 430 nm. Upon dilution of the solution, the 430 nm
peak disappeared and the absorption spectrum had a single peak at 360 nm. An emission
spectrum was then collected by exciting at 420 nm to see if only the micelles would emit.
The peak of the emission spectrum was ~467 nm, which at the same wavelength the
micelles emitted at in the solution containing only BTA-2. The excitation spectrum was
taken and the spectrum showed a sharp peak at 400 nm, similar to what was observed
when BTA-2 free in solution. When an emission spectrum was taken by exciting at 400
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nm, the fluorescence peak was at 460 nm, again the same as that of the BTA-2 free in
solution; however, the intensity increased by a factor of ~1.4 when BTA-2 was bound to
the fibrils. Figure 3.15 shows all of the normalized spectra for BTA-2 bound to fibrils in




















Figure 3.15 The absorption, excitation, and emission spectra of BTA-2 bound to fibrils
in 1:1 mixture of CH3CN and water. BTA-2 bound to fibrils: absorption
spectrum of the diluted solution (dashed line), excitation spectrum (solid
line), and emission spectrum excited at 400 nm (dotted line).
In the BTA-2 samples that were diluted with CH3CN and water, no spectral shifts
were observed in the excitation or the emission spectra (Figure 3.16A), although the
emission spectrum increased by a factor of ~1.4 when bound to fibrils. Binding was
thought to occur until the anisotropy was calculated for the BTA-2/fibrils solution and
found to have an average anisotropy of ~0.04 (Figure 3.16B). If the BTA-2 had bound to
the fibrils then there would have been an increase in the anisotropy as seen in ThT
binding and in BTA-2 binding at pH 2. Subsequently, if the BTA-2 did not bind to the
fibrils, this would explain the lack of spectral shifts and why a larger increase in the
fluorescence was not observed. One explanation for the lack of binding could be due to
the mixed solvent medium. BTA-2 has been found to dissolve well in CH3CN and will
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not dissolve in water at all, whereas the fibrils are in an aqueous solution. Then when
mixed with a 1:1 mixture of CH3CN and water, a solvent sphere of CH3CN forms around
the BTA-2 molecules stabilizing them, whereas the water forms a solvent sphere around
the fibrils; and thus in the solution the BTA-2 and fibrils are actually isolated from one
another and binding cannot occur. From all this, it can be concluded that even though
increasing the percentage of CH3CN in the solution decreases the micelle formation, it






































Figure 3.16 A) The normalized excitation and emission spectra for BTA-2 alone (solid
lines) and bound to fibrils (dashed lines) in a 1:1 mixture of CH3CN and
water. The emission spectra were obtained by exciting at 400 nm. B) The
anisotropy of BTA-2 bound to fibrils in a 1:1 mixture of CH3CN and water
excited at 400 nm (r= 0.04).
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The fluorescence maximum varied between the two samples, so we wanted to
determine if the emission shifts were possibly due to solvent effects. BTA-2 was
dissolved in various solvents with a wide range of polarities, and the following solvents
were used: cyclohexane, chloroform, ether, ethanol, acetone, and acetonitrile. Each
BTA-2 solution was excited at 350 nm, which is the peak maximum of the excitation
spectrum and the absorption spectrum. Figure 3.17 shows the normalized excitation and
emission spectra for BTA-2 in CH3CN, ether, and cyclohexane. In both the excitation
and emission spectra, a red-shift is observed with increasing solvent polarity. The
excitation spectra did not show a significant red-shift with increasing polarity; however,
in the emission spectra a more significant spectral shift is observed. Since BTA-2 is itself
a polar molecule, this suggests BTA-2 is stabilized by polar solvents. The more polar
solvent molecules are able to orient themselves around the BTA-2 molecule in such a
way that it lowers the energy required to excite it to the first excited state and
subsequently the emission is a lower energy as well. However, when BTA-2 is dissolved
in more nonpolar solvents, the solvent molecules do not stabilize the BTA-2 molecules as
well, therefore increasing the amount of energy required to excite the BTA-2 molecule
and a blue-shift is observed relative to the emission of BTA-2 in polar solvents. This
would account for the emission differences of BTA-2 in pH 2 water and the 1:1 mixture
of CH3CN and water. The emission maximum of BTA-2 in pH 2 water was ~445 nm and
the emission maximum in the 1:1 mixture was ~463 nm. Therefore, by increasing the















Figure 3.17 The excitation and emission spectra for BTA-2 in CH3CN (dotted lines),
ether (dashed lines), and cyclohexane (solid lines).
Ultimately, BTA-2 was going to be used as an alternative dye for NSOM samples
and so it was important to determine if the BTA-2 bound to fibrils fluoresced in a film.
Thus the two fibril samples containing BTA-2 were made into films by binding the fibrils
to poly(lysine) coated coverslips and allowing them to dry. The fibril solutions contained
high concentrations of fibrils, and therefore there were fibrils all over the surface.
Fluorescence spectra could not be obtained using a standard fluorometer because the
fluorescence of the coverslip drowned out any fluorescence the BTA-2 would emit.
Therefore, the fluorescence spectra of the two films were obtained using a home-built
sample scanning inverted microscope and collected in a spectrometer. The samples were
placed in the microscope and excited at 405 nm using a diode laser. Figure 3.18 shows
the emission spectra of both BTA-2/fibril samples and the background. The BTA-2/fibril
film, made from the solution diluted with pH 2 water, was very intense and had an
emission maximum at ~538 nm, which is significantly red-shifted from the emission
maximum at 440 nm in solution. Since glass does fluoresce, background emission was
taken and found to have an emission maximum at 486 nm, nowhere near the emission of
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the film. Next an emission spectrum was taken of the BTA-2 fibril sample that was
diluted with a 1:1 mixture of CH3CN and water. The sample was not as intense as the
other sample and it had an emission maximum at ~473 nm. Unfortunately, the
background emission overlaps the emission of the film and would not be an ideal sample
for NSOM. As a result, the best sample to use for NSOM studies is the BTA-2/fibril













Figure 3.18 The emission spectra of BTA-2/fibril films made from the BTA-2/fibril
solutions in pH 2 water or 1:1 mixture of CH3CN and water. The emission
spectrum for the film made from the BTA-2/fibril in the pH 2 water solution
(dashed line). The emission spectrum for the film made from the BTA-
2/fibril in the 1:1 mixture solution (dotted line). Background spectrum of a




AFM was used to determine the length and width of the fibrils and to ensure that
fibrils were present on the surface of the poly(Lysine) coated coverslips. AFM images
were acquired of fibrils adhered to poly(lysine) coated coverslips. Figure 19A shows an
AFM topography image of dried fibrils present on the surface. The image clearly shows
that the length of the fibrils can be microns long, whereas, a line scan reveals the
diameter of the fibrils to be between 5-15 nm (Figure 3.19B). The amount of fibrils
present on the surface could also be changed by either increasing or decreasing the fibril
solution concentration prior to making the films. Figure 3.19C shows an example of a
more concentrated fibril film and a diluted fibril film. From the AFM images, it was






Figure 3.19 Two 5 µm AFM images of fibrils. A) A dilute fibril film. B) Line scan of
dilute fibril film. C) A concentrated fibril film.
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At one point, poly(lysine) coated coverslips were binding fibrils sporadically and
would not adhere the fibrils everywhere, and therefore a new means of adhering the
fibrils to the surface of the glass coverslips was necessary. It was found that silanating
the coverslips could provide an alternative method to using poly(lysine). By silanating
the coverslips, the silanes form a covalent linkage with the hydroxyl groups sticking off
of the surface of the glass. The surface is then functionalized with positively charged
amine groups, similar to poly(lysine). Using the AFM, it was determined that the fibrils
would in fact adhere to the silanated surface just as well as to a poly(lysine) coated
coverslip; however, the silanating procedure is more arduous than coating with
poly(lysine). It was discovered that the reason for the poor fibril adhesion to poly(lysine)
coated coverslips was not due to the poor adhesive forces of the poly(lysine), but because
prior to coating, the coverslips were not cleaned adequately, enough causing them not to
be hydrophilic. Plasma etching was found to clean the coverslips extremely well and
make the surface very hydrophilic, which then allowed for even coating of poly(lysine).
From then on poly(lysine) coated coverslips were used since the procedure was easier
and less time consuming.
Underwater AFM images were obtained in order to determine the actual size of
the amyloid fibrils in their hydrated state. The images were acquired of fibrils adhered to
a poly(lysine) coated coverslip and dried. For underwater imaging, a drop of nanopure
water was placed on the dry sample surface in order to re-hydrate the fibrils. Figure 3.20
is a topography image of the amyloid fibrils underwater with a line scan. Upon doing a
line scan it was determined that the average diameter of a fibril was 5-10 nm. Therefore
hydrating the fibrils did not increase in the diameter of the fibrils as one would expect.
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Figure 3.20 A 5 µm X 5 µm AFM image of fibrils underwater and line scan.
Fluorescence Microscopy
Since NSOM requires the fibril samples to be dry, fluorescence microscopy was
utilized to image the fluorescence of ThT when bound to fibrils in solution. A small
amount of a fibril/ThT solution was sandwiched between a coverslip and a microscope
slide and then the sample was excited using a mercury lamp through a filter cube. Using
a 100X oil immersion objective, the sample was brought into focus. At first it was hard
to resolve the fibrils and we thought that there was no fluorescence, so a sample of the
globular protein in solution, which is a by-product from making the fibrils, was stained
with ThT and placed in the microscope. Since the globular protein was much larger than
the individual fibrils, there was no problem resolving them in the microscope. Upon
exciting the ThT bound to the globular protein, a bright green fluorescence was observed
(Figure 3.21A). Afterwards, the sample containing only fibrils was placed back into the
microscope and a fluorescence image of the ThT bound to the fibrils was obtained and
green fluorescence observed (Figure 3.21B). In the image, individual fibrils could not be
distinguished from one another; however, the sample solution contains a large
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concentration of fibrils and the microscope was able to resolve where the fibrils overlap
one another. The fluorescence microscope image clearly shows that the fluorescence
comes from the ThT bound to the fibrils and not excess ThT dye floating around in the
solution because fluorescence is not observed everywhere.
Figure 3.21 Fluorescence microscopy images of ThT bound to fibrils in water. A)
Contains globular protein and ThT. B) Contains fibrils and ThT only. The
scale bar in the images is 10 µm.
NSOM
NSOM was utilized to determine the orientation of ThT and BTA-2 when bound
to the fibrils. Samples used for NSOM imaging were first imaged in the AFM to ensure
fibrils were present on the surface and dispersed enough that individual fibrils could be
imaged. The first NSOM images were obtained of ThT bound to fibrils. The sample was
excited at 440 nm, which is the peak of the bound ThT excitation spectrum when in
solution. The polarized fluorescence was split onto two different detectors and imaged
along with the topography. Each pixel had to be integrated for 40 ms in order to obtain
enough counts for detection. The topography showed a few fibrils present on the surface
and they looked similar to what was observed in the AFM images. However, in the
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fluorescence images, distinct polarized fluorescence was observed where there were
fibrils in the topography. Figure 3.22a is the topography image obtained, Figure 3.22b is
the vertical polarization, and Figure 3.22c is the horizontal polarization. In the vertical
polarized image, there is only fluorescence where the fibril is oriented in the vertical
direction, whereas in the horizontal fluorescence image, fluorescence was only observed
where the fibrils were oriented in the horizontal direction. The fluorescence images
clearly show that the ThT dye is oriented parallel to the fibril axis. However, the low
fluorescence of the ThT and the background noise made it difficult to distinguish the real
fluorescence from the background of the sample. Another factor is that the Stokes shift
between the absorption and emission of the bound ThT is relatively small (40 nm) and in
order to cut out most of the excitation light a 455 nm long pass filter was utilized;
however, this also removed part of what little fluorescence there was to start. Therefore,






Figure 3.22 NSOM images of fibrils with ThT. A) Topography image of the fibrils. B)
Fluorescence image in the vertical polarization. C) Fluorescence image in
the horizontal polarization.
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BTA-2 proved to be a nice alternative to ThT. BTA-2 has almost the same
structure as ThT, but it is missing the methyl group on the benzothiazole N, making it an
uncharged molecule. As discussed in the spectroscopy section, BTA-2 had an excitation
maximum at ~380 nm and an emission maximum at ~425 nm in pH 2 water when bound
to fibrils, this is a slightly larger Stokes shift than observed in ThT. However, when the
film was excited at 405 nm, the excitation maximum significantly red-shifted to 538 nm,
leading to a much larger Stokes shift than in solution. Since BTA-2 has a larger Stokes
shift, it would be easier to filter out the excitation light and not eliminate most of the
emission. Also Klunk et al. reported that BTA-2’s binding affinity was 6-fold greater
than ThT,28 which would lead to more dye molecules binding and potentially lead to an
increase in the fluorescence signal detected on the APD and MPD. Also BTA-2 could
then be excited at 390-400 nm, which is the optimal emitting range for the Ti-Saph laser.
The sample used for the NSOM experiments was the BTA-2 and fibril sample that had
been diluted with pH 2 water. This sample was chosen because of the fluorescence
spectrum obtained of the film using the single molecule setup, which had a significant
amount of fluorescence and an emission maximum at ~538 nm. NSOM images of the
fibrils were collected by exciting the sample at ~400 nm and collecting the polarized
fluorescence. Figure 3.23 is the topography and the polarized fluorescence images of
BTA-2 bound to amyloid fibrils. From the polarized fluorescence images, it was
determined that the BTA-2’s long axis was oriented parallel to the fibril axis; similar to
the results observed in the ThT binding. A better signal-to-noise ratio was observed in
the images; however, the number of fluorescent counts was still low (~60 counts max)
and this was with an integration time of 40 ms. Although, BTA-2 did not significantly
increase the signal to noise ratio, it still enabled us to finally obtain some good NSOM





Figure 3.23 NSOM images of fibrils with BTA-2. A) The topography image of the
fibrils. B) The fluorescence image in the vertical polarization. C) The
fluorescence image in the horizontal polarization.
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CONCLUSION
This research has shown the different spectral effects when different small
molecule dyes bind to amyloid fibrils and probed the ThT and BTA-2 fluorescence when
bound to fibrils using microscopy techniques. The spectroscopy of the dyes showed very
dramatic results. In CR solutions, a small red-shift was observed in the absorption upon
binding to the fibrils, and the emission spectrum had no shift, but enhanced fluorescence.
The enhanced fluorescence indicates that the CR had bound to the fibrils as did the
anisotropy data. However, CR’s lack of fluorescence even in the presence of fibrils does
not make it an ideal dye for use in NSOM studies. ThT was first studied due to its
interesting spectral properties, which were already extensively reported on. When ThT is
bound to amyloid fibrils a red-shift in the excitation spectrum was observed along with a
several fold increase in the emission intensity, and the anisotropy data did confirm the
binding to the amyloid fibrils. The lifetime decays showed that ThT had a faster lifetime
in glycerin than when bound to fibrils, even though both solutions confined the rotation
of the ThT. Another interesting phenomenon observed in ThT solution was the formation
of micelles, which was determined by the nonzero anisotropy value obtained for ThT in
water. The ThT concentration dependence plot showed that the increase in fluorescence
was proportional to the increase in ThT concentration until all the binding sites had
saturated and then the fluorescence decreased due to self-quenching of the excess dye.
The fluorescence microscopy images of ThT and fibrils provided evidence that all
the fluorescence observed was coming directly from the ThT in the fibrils and not from
excess dye in solution. This was also confirmed in the NSOM images, where the only
fluorescence observed was from the fibrils. The polarized NSOM images also provided
evidence that the ThT dye orients itself parallel to the fibril axis. ThT and CR have been
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found to be amyloid specific dyes that show enhanced spectral characteristics when in the
presence of amyloid fibrils.
BTA-2 proved to have very interesting spectral changes in different solutions and
it was used as alternative dye to ThT. Differences in the emission spectra were observed
when excited at either the absorption maximum or the excitation maximum. BTA-2 in
pH 2 water solution had a distinct absorption peak at 430 nm, but the excitation spectrum
was dramatically blue-shifted (peak at 365 nm) from the absorption peak. Similar results
were observed for BTA-2 in a 1:1 mixture of water and CH3CN, which had an excitation
maximum at 400 nm and the absorption spectrum had a small peak at 430 nm. It was
found that upon dilution that the 430 nm peak disappeared and a single peak at 360 nm
was left. The 430 nm peak was then concluded to be due to micelle formation in the
solution and the reason that no other peak was observed in the absorption of BTA-2 in pH
2 water was that the water promoted the formation of micelles. Then as the amount of
CH3CN was increased in solution the majority of the micelles dispersed into the solution.
This counted for the differences in the emission spectrum when excited at 430 nm or the
excitation maximum. Of the two solutions discussed in this chapter, BTA-2 binding only
occurred in the solution diluted with pH 2 water. The solution diluted with a 1:1 mixture
of water and CH3CN did not yield any binding, which was determined from the lack of
spectral shifts between the free BTA-2 and the bound, and also the anisotropy. It was
surmised that the BTA-2 strongly favors CH3CN in solution, and the CH3CN forms a
stabilizing solvent sphere around the BTA-2, while water prefers to solvate the fibrils,
and thus the mixed solvents effectively shields the BTA-2 from the fibrils and prevents
binding to the amyloid fibrils.
The NSOM images of BTA-2 bound to fibrils revealed that BTA-2 does bind
parallel to the fibril axis, which is what one would expect since BTA-2 and ThT are
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similar structurally. The fluorescence spectra of the BTA-2/fibrils films yielded
information on where the emission occurs when excited at 405 nm. The BTA-2/fibril
film made from the sample in pH 2 water had a red-shifted maximum relative to the
solution emission maximum. The other BTA-2/fibril sample did have fluorescence but
unfortunately the fluorescence was at the same peak as the background. This plus the
fact that we now know that the BTA-2 does not actually bind to the fibrils in the 1:1
mixture of CH3CN and water, did not make it an ideal sample for NSOM. Polarized
NSOM images of BTA-2 did have a better signal to noise ratio than the ThT/fibril
images; however, there were still not a lot of fluorescence from the sample. Therefore,
future experiments would include trying to get more fluorescence signal in the NSOM
images.
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Chapter 4: A pH dependent study of Congo red and
Thioflavin T binding to amyloid fibrils using isothermal
titration calorimetry
INTRODUCTION
Amyloid fibrils have become an area of increasing interest due to their role in
over 20 different neurodegenerative diseases (e.g. Alzheimer’s disease, Creutzfeldt-
Jakob);1-6 however, the cause of these diseases is still unknown. Each neurodegenerative
disease is associated with a specific protein that misfolds and self-assembles with other
similar misfolded proteins to form highly ordered, stable aggregates.1, 7-10 Although, the
proteins associated with these diseases form amyloid fibrils, researchers have found that
other proteins not associated with neurodegenerative diseases will also form amyloid
fibrils.11, 12 This suggest that the ability to form amyloid fibrils is related to the
polypeptide backbone of proteins and may be generic to all polypeptides.3 The structure
of the amyloid fibrils consists of anti-parallel β-sheets which are perpendicular to the
fibril axis.7 This β-sheet structure has been extensively studied using atomic force
microscopy (AFM),8, 9, 13 x-ray diffraction,7, 14 fluorescence spectroscopy,2, 10, 15 Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR),14 electron microscopy,16 circular dichroism
(CD),14 and total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM).17
A common method for characterizing amyloid fibrils, which has been extensively
utilized, is staining the fibrils with Congo red (CR) or thioflavin T (ThT) dyes and
studying them via spectroscopy.1, 11, 13, 18-20 Typically, researchers have classified fibrils as
amyloid fibrils if they bind CR and ThT.1, 5 These dyes are thought to be amyloid specific
and they exhibit changes in their spectral properties when bound to amyloid fibrils.
When CR is bound to amyloid fibrils, an apple green birefringence is observed when
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viewed through cross polarizers.20-24 When ThT binds to amyloid fibrils the excitation
spectrum red-shifts to 450 nm and the fluorescence spectrum has enhanced emission at
482 nm.11, 13, 19, 25, 26 CR and ThT were thought to bind to amyloid fibrils because of the
ordered β-sheet structure.11, 22 However, researchers have found that these dyes will not
always bind to amyloid fibrils.18, 27 Shinchuk et al. synthesized polyalanine, which formed
amyloid fibrils, but observed no binding of CR or ThT.27 Originally it was thought that
CR would not bind to proteins in their native conformation because when CR was in the
presence of native proteins no birefringence was observed 28. However, it was later
determined that CR does indeed bind to proteins in their native conformations.29 This
would suggest that the green birefringence is a product of the CR binding to amyloid
fibrils specifically and not just too any protein. Given the common use of these dyes as
assays for amyloid fibrils and the questions about their specificity it would be beneficial
to further understand the binding mechanism of CR and ThT in order to better define
what is considered an amyloid fibril.
Previous researchers have studied how CR binds to amyloid fibrils and have
concluded that the CR binds parallel to the fibril axis 23. While other scientists have
studied the binding mechanism of CR to amyloid fibrils and proteins in order to
determine which interactions are the most dominate.20, 22, 30 The binding mechanism has
been thought to be either due to hydrophobic interactions from aromatic -stacking,21, 24
from electrostatic interactions between the charged sulfate groups on the CR and
positively charged amino acids on the protein,20, 28, 30, 31 or a combination of both. Even
though there is evidence to support both mechanisms, the most widely excepted theory is
that electrostatic interactions dominate CR binding to proteins.
The mechanism of ThT dye binding to amyloid fibrils is more complicated.
Previous researchers have studied the ThT orientation within the β-sheets of the amyloid
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fibrils. Krebs et al. found that ThT mostly likely inserts itself into the channels of the β-
sheets, with its long axis parallel to the fibril axis11. The close proximity of ThT to the
side chains of the β-sheets causes ThT to planarize, which yields an enhance fluorescence
signal at 482 nm.11, 19 Most recently Khurana et al. suggested that ThT forms micelles
above 4 µM and it is these micelles that bind to amyloid fibril causing the enhance
fluorescence.13 However, it is unlikely that this mechanism is ubiquitous as micelles
should have complicated the polarized fluorescence in the Krebs et al. study.11
In this paper we investigated the interactions of CR with insulin and insulin
amyloid fibrils, and ThT with insulin amyloid fibrils using isothermal titration
calorimetry (ITC). ITC is a sensitive technique for studying the binding interactions
between proteins and ligands.32-34 When binding occurs, the ITC measures the change in
heat needed to keep the sample cell at a constant temperature with respect to a reference
cell. From the ITC data, the binding constant, binding stoichiometry, enthalpy, and
entropy can be extrapolated from a single experiment. The thermodynamic values
obtained from the ITC data can then be used to gain more information into the specific
interactions involved in the binding of CR and ThT to amyloid fibrils. Very few
researchers have used ITC to explore amyloid fibrils and the binding of CR and ThT.
One researcher used ITC to directly measure the thermodynamic parameters of fibril
formation of β2m.35 While another researcher studied the copper binding affinity to stefin
B at two different pHs.36 Kim et al. has been the only one to utilize ITC to study CR
binding to amyloidgenic immunoglobulin light chain variable domains (SMAs) at pH 7.4;
however, they only studied at the binding at one pH.30 In this paper, the effects of pH on
the dye binding to amyloid fibrils is explored. The bovine insulin monomer structure
contains several charged amino acid with various pKas: three positively charged amino
acids (two histidines, one lysine, and one arginine) and four negatively charged glutamic
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acids.37 These amino acids can be protonated or deprotonated by changing the pH of the
solution. Kim et al. claimed that CR binds by electrostatic forces; it was hypothesized
that if CR binds to insulin by electrostatic forces then by deprotonating one of the amino
acids in the protein, CR binding should be reduced.30 The interactions that bind ThT to
amyloid fibrils are still debatable, given that two different researchers have proposed
different binding mechanisms.11, 13 To determine if electrostatic interactions or
hydrophobic interactions are the most dominate, ThT was bound to amyloid fibrils at two
different pHs, one at a physiological pH and the other below the pKa of glutamic acid. To




Bovine insulin, Congo red (CR), and Thioflavin T (ThT) were used as purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich and without further purification. Stock fibrils were made by
dissolving insulin in pH 2 water and heating at 60°C for 24 hours. After heating the
fibrils were sonicated until any large globules were broken up.
Sample Preparation
Buffer solutions were made consisting of 10 mM potassium phosphate/10 mM
sodium carbonate/100 mM NaCl for studies done at pH 7.4 and pH 11. For studies done
at pH 6.6, a buffer solution consisting of 10 mM potassium phosphate/10 mM sodium
acetate/100 mM NaCl was made. Studies done at pH 3, a buffer solution containing of
10 mM potassium phosphate/10 mM malic acid/100 mM NaCl was made. CR and ThT
solutions were prepared by dissolving solid CR or ThT in buffer. CR solutions were
made at pH 7.4 or pH 11.1, while ThT solutions were made in pH 6.6 or pH 3 buffer.
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Insulin solutions were made by dissolving monomeric insulin in either pH 7.4 or pH 11.1
buffer. The fibril solution used for ITC was made by diluting a portion (3mL) of stock
fibril solution with stock buffer solution at either pH 6.6 or pH 3. The pH of all the
solutions were checked and adjusted with 1 M NaOH or 1 M HCl if needed before the
final dilution in order to maintain a constant pH in all solutions.
Determination of optimal fibril formation
For the fibril solutions used in the ITC, it was important to ensure that the solution
contain mostly fibrils and little free insulin monomer; therefore, it was important to
determine the optimal conditions for forming fibrils. Two different experiments were
done, one to determine how long to heat the solution and the other to determine if stirring
the solution while heating increased the fibril amount. The samples were ultracentrifuged
to separate the fibrils from the free insulin in order to determine the amount of insulin
that fibrillized. The first series of experiments heated three insulin solutions from the
same stock solution at pH 2 for three different lengths of time: 3 hours, 6 hours, and 20.5
hours. After heating the samples were placed in a refrigerator until centrifuging. The
samples were ultracentrifuged at 41,000 rpm for 1 hour at 8 °C. Afterwards the
supernatant layer was removed and an absorption spectrum of each supernatant was taken
to determine the amount of unfibrillized monomer (the extinction coefficient of insulin in
pH 2 water, ε280= 4392 cm
-1*M-1). The percent of fibrillized monomer was calculated and
was found to be 29.2 % for 3 hours, 24.8 % for 6 hours, and 36.7 % for 20.5 hours.
Therefore it determined that to form the most fibrils the insulin solutions should be
heated for at least 20.5 hours. Similarly, another experiment was conducted to determine
if while heating the insulin solutions, they should be incubated or stirred to optimize the
fibril formation. Two solutions, one stirred the other incubated, consisting of the same
concentration of insulin in pH 2 water were heated for 24 hours at 60 °C. When finished
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heating the solutions were ultracentrifuged, and the supernatant layer removed. An
absorption spectrum (using the same extinction coefficient as stated above) was taken of
the supernatant and the concentration of monomeric insulin remaining was calculated.
The percent fibrillized was calculated to be 66.6 % for the stirred sample and 38.1 % for
the incubated solution. It was then concluded that stirring the insulin solution formed the
most fibrils. To ensure the greatest percentage of fibrils for the ITC experiment fibril
solutions were made by heating and stirring for 24 hours.
Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC)
The thermodynamics of CR binding to insulin and ThT binding to insulin fibrils
was measured using a MicroCal VP-ITC microcalorimeter. All samples were degassed
for ~20 min. before each titration. The CR binding to insulin experiments were done at
8°C, 26°C, and 46°C with 3.54 mM CR in the titrant syringe and 0.20 mM insulin in the
sample cell, the reference cell contained pH 7.4 buffer. The CR binding to insulin
experiments at pH 11.1 were done at the same temperature with similar concentrations
(3.8 mM CR, 0.25 mM insulin). The ThT binding to fibrils experiments were done at
30°C, 45°C, and 60°C with 5.11 mM ThT in the titrant syringe and 0.71 mM fibrils (fibril
concentration is based on the concentration of insulin monomer) in the sample cell, the
reference cell contained pH 6.6 buffer. The ThT binding to fibrils experiments at pH 3
were done at the same temperatures and similar concentrations (5.18 mM ThT, 0.65 mM
fibrils). The syringe stirred the sample cell at 450 rpm and delivered 10 µL injections
over 20 s and a 480 s spacing was used between injections to ensure baseline
equilibration. A background titration was obtained by titrating the same concentration
either of CR or ThT used in the binding studies into buffer (the only parameter changed
was the injection spacing to 360 s). Once the ITC run was started the data was collected
automatically. After a binding study and background had been obtained, the data was
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analyzed using Origin software from MicroCal. The background was subtracted from the
binding data to account for heat of dilution. The MicroCal software offers three different
curve fits: single set of identical sites, two sets of independent sites, and sequential
binding sites that can be any number of sites. In the following equations: K is the
binding constant, n is the number of binding sites, Vo is the active cell volume, Mt and
[M] are the bulk and free concentration of macromolecule in Vo, Xt and [X] are the bulk
and free concentration of ligand, is the fraction of sites occupied by ligand X, Q is the
total heat content of the solution in Vo, and H is the molar heat of ligand binding.









































The equations for sequential binding are more involved and are further explained in
MicroCal’s ITC data analysis in Origin® tutorial guide. After the ITC runs were




One of the most common uses of isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) is to study
protein interactions with small molecules or ligands. Understanding the interactions that
occur when the ligands bind to the protein can yield useful information about the system.
In particular, thermodynamic parameters can give information about the binding and
other non-covalent bonds formation and breaking. A variety of methods are still used to
determine the thermodynamic parameters of binding, one method is the van’t Hoff
analysis, which requires several experiments at different temperatures. Currently there
are only two methods for the direct measurement of enthalpy, ITC and differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC is discussed in Chapter 1). ITC is very sensitive technique
that allows for the precise values enthalpy to be obtained and it can measure changes in
heats on the µcal scale. One advantage to using ITC is it allows the researcher to study
the interactions in physiological conditions with the protein free in solution. Another
advantage is that in a single experiment the enthalpy, entropy, Gibb’s Free energy,
equilibrium constant, and binding stoichiometry terms can all be calculated.
Subsequently, the change in heat capacity can also be determined by doing the
experiment at different temperatures.
The ITC instrument design consists of two cells, a sample cell and a reference
cell, and a syringe containing the titrant. The sample cell and reference cell are then
maintained at a constant temperature throughout the entire experiment. In the MicroCal
VP-ITC (Figure 4.1), which was used in our experiments, an adiabatic shield is placed
between the cells and the surroundings, so that during an experiment when there is a
change in the temperature of the sample cell compared to the reference cell, it is recorded
as the binding energy. A thermocouple in the instrument is used as a feedback
mechanism to make sure that when there is a temperature change in the sample cell heat
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can be added or limited in order to maintain thermal equilibrium with the reference cell.
Then if an exothermic process occurs, the feedback power will decrease and for an
endothermic process the feedback power will increase as needed. After binding occurs,
the feedback power returns to the baseline power and both cells are back at equilibrium.
ITC experiments are easy to perform and can be done quickly in the span of a couple of
hours because of the baseline stability and rapid equilibration between injections.
Figure 4.1 A diagram of the ITC showing the syringe, the sample cell and reference
cell. Reprinted from http://www.microcal.com.
In an actual experiment, the sample contains the protein in a buffer solution and
the reference contains just the buffer solution. Then a syringe containing the binding
partner, the ligand, is placed into the sample cell. The syringe is contained in a spinner
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with an automated plunger at one end controlled by a stepper motor. This allows for the
syringe to rotate freely during the experiment and also to accurately inject a set amount of
ligand into the sample cell. The end of the syringe is a flat paddle that stirs during the
experiment to make sure a rapid mixing occurs within a few seconds after each injection.
The ITC is controlled by a computer program where the temperature, the number of
injections, the amount of each injection and other timing controls are inputted. The
experiment is started and the computer is controls the experiment. During an experiment,
the ligand in the syringe is titrated into the sample cell in set aliquots. Then the heat
released or absorbed in the sample cell is measured in respect to the reference cell is
measured in electrical power (µcal/s). This change in electrical power is the amount
needed to maintain a constant temperature between the sample and reference cell. The
first injection usually generates the most heat, since most of the ligand added binds to the
protein. Then as more of the ligand is titrated into the sample, the resulting heat from the
binding decreases as more of the binding sites are occupied. Eventually, all the available
binding sites will be occupied and no more heat from binding will be observed in the
baseline saturation. Then upon subsequent injections, any small heat changes are caused
by the dilution of the titrant. When the titration is finished the data can be worked up in
MicroCal’s fitting software.
The peaks in the binding isotherm represent the sum of the heats associated with
binding plus any other changes in the equilibrium during the titrations, it is considered to
be change in enthalpy observed, ∆Hobs. Some other processes which can take place are
ion exchange, pH changes, and ligand dilution. Therefore it is important to run
background titrations so that any additional heats, evolved or absorbed, can be taken into
account. For the most part a titration of the ligand solution into buffer is the only
background titration that needs to be preformed. Ion exchange and pH changes should
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produce very little heat if the ITC solutions were made carefully to ensure that each
solution has the same concentrations of buffer and each has the exact same pH. Once a
background titration is preformed, it can then be subtracted from ∆Hobs to obtain the
enthalpy of binding at each injection. The peak of each injection are then integrated and
plotted as kcal/mole of injectant versus the molar ratio of the components. This produces
points that can be fitted with different binding models, such as: one to one independent
binding model, two to one independent binding model, and a sequential binding model
that has an unlimited number of sites that can used. From the best fit, the enthalpy and
the binding constant can be calculated, and from there the entropy and Gibb’s free energy
can be calculated.
Ultracentrifugation
Ultracentrifugation was performed using a Beckman Optima TLX
Ultracentrifuge. All the ITC samples containing ThT and fibrils at pH 6.6 and pH 3 were
centrifuged along with the original fibril solution used in the ITC titrations. The samples
were place in Beckman Quick-seal centrifuge tubes (Polyallomer, capacity 3.9 mL). The
samples were inserted into the tubes using a syringe and the mass added was noted, then
the samples were diluted with the appropriate buffer to the top of the tube. The
centrifuge tubes were heat sealed. The samples were centrifuged at speed of 41,000 rpm
for 1hour at 15 °C. After centrifuging the tops were cut off the tubes and the supernatant
liquid was removed from each sample. The samples were analyzed using absorption
spectroscopy to determine the concentration of ThT that did not bind to the fibrils or the
amount of monomeric insulin that did not fibrillize.
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Absorption Spectroscopy
Absorption spectra were obtained using a Beckman Coulter DU800
spectrophotometer. Absorption spectra were taken of the ITC solutions before titration to
determine the actual concentrations and of the supernatant layers from ultracentrifugation
samples. The spectra were collected using a Starna cuvette with a path length of 1 cm.
Beer’s law plots were done for all solutions used at the different pHs. The following
extinction coefficients were determined: ε500 nm = 34676 M
-1cm-1 (CR at pH 7.4), ε500 nm =
35018 M-1cm-1 (CR at pH 11), ε412 nm = 19231 M
-1cm-1 (ThT at pH 6.6), ε412 nm = 21047 M
-
1cm-1 (ThT at pH 3), ε280 nm = 4861.2 M
-1cm-1 (insulin at pH 3), ε280 nm = 4800 M
-1cm-1 (insulin
at pH 6.6), ε280 nm = 4833.2 M
-1cm-1 (insulin at pH 7.4), and ε280 nm = 6104.3 M
-1cm-1 (insulin
at pH 11). All Beer’s law plots were done using the same dual buffer systems as
described above.
Fluorescence
Photon Technologies International Quanta Master Model C Cuvette based
scanning fluorometer. Samples were excited at 440 nm. Bandpass filters of appropriate
wavelength were used to ensure a monochromatic excitation beam. Long pass filters
were used in the emission path to help eliminate scattered excitation light.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Congo red binding to insulin/fibrils
ITC was used to determine the thermodynamic parameters of CR binding to
fibrils at two different pHs. Figure 2B shows example isotherm of CR (3.256 mM)
binding to fibrils (0.2076 mM) in a pH 7.4 buffer solution at 26 °C. The fibril
concentration was determined after ultracentrifuging the ITC fibril solution using
absorption spectroscopy and was calculated on an insulin monomer basis. The data
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shows exothermic peaks as the CR is titrated into the fibril solution until all the binding
sites have saturated at the baseline and the peaks become endothermic (Figure 4.2B).
The endothermic peaks at the end of the titration are caused by excess CR being diluted,
which is confirmed by a background titration of CR into buffer (Figure 4.2A). In the raw
background titration, the first peak is the largest followed by steadily decreasing peaks as
the concentration of available binding sites become occupied. CR has previously been
found to form micelles in solutions of high ionic strength or above concentrations of ~5
µM29, 38 and therefore the endothermic peaks seen in the raw background ITC data are the
result of micelles dispersion.30 The raw background ITC data was subtracted from the
raw CR binding data, and the integrated peaks were then plotted as a function of
heat/mole of injectant versus the CR molar ratio using MicroCal’s Origin software
(Figure 4.2C). The background subtraction is not exact because the amount of free CR
present after the first injection in the binding isotherm is not equivalent to the amount of
free CR in the background titration for the same injection. This is due to the fact that
most of the CR binds to the fibrils leaving only a small portion of free CR. Now the
amount of free CR in the background titration for the next injection is greater than in the
binding isotherm for the same peak; however, the heat absorbed from the background
titration has to be taken into account. As such, there is a small error from the direct
subtraction of the background. Other background titration were done by titrating buffer
into buffer and titrating buffer into the fibril solution to determine if any other process
generated heat that needed to be taken into account. However, neither titration evolved a
significant amount of heat (0.01-0.04 µcal/s) and thus was not subtracted from the
binding isotherm. The plot of CR binding to fibrils at 26 °C showed one clear inflection
point and the best fit obtained for the data was a two independent binding site model.
However, the total binding stoichiometry is approximately one, which suggests that one
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CR molecule binds to every one insulin monomer, since the fit was determined using the








































Figure 4.2 CR binding to fibrils in a pH 7.4 buffer solution at 26 °C, A) is the raw
titration of a 3.256 mM CR solution into pH 7.4 buffer solution, B) is the
raw titration data of the CR solution into a 0.2076 mM insulin solution, and
C) is the integrated data that was fit.
The ITC solutions, from the sample cell after the titration, were ultracentrifuged
as another way to quantify the binding stoichiometry. Upon absorption analysis of the
supernatant removed after centrifugation, it was observed that only a small percentage of
CR was bound to the fibrils (~7%). However, the binding isotherms showed that binding
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was not saturated until more than half the total CR was injected into the sample. The
fibril solution used for the ITC was then ultracentrifuged to determine the percentage of
fibrillized insulin monomer present, which was calculated to be only 14% (the fibril
solutions used for these experiments were done prior optimizing the fibrillization
procedure). Since the ITC showed more CR binding being observed than the
ultracentrifugation data, a titration of CR into insulin monomer was preformed to
determine if CR bound to the free insulin monomer or if there was another equilibrium
that needed to be taken into account for the background. The titration of CR into an
insulin monomer solution revealed an isotherm with exothermic peaks nearly identical to
those seen in the CR binding to fibrils.
Titrations of CR binding to both fibrils and insulin were obtained at pH 7.4 to
determine if there was a difference between the binding of CR to insulin and fibrils. A
CR solution (3.5 mM) was titrated into an insulin solution (0.2 mM) at pH 7.4 at three
different temperatures (8 °C, 26 °C, and 46 °C) and the other CR into fibrils titration was
described above were done at the same pH and temperatures. The fibrils solutions
contained both fibrils and free monomeric insulin in the solution. The percent of fibrils
present in the solution was determined through ultracentrifugation and was discussed
above. The binding of CR to insulin data showed one clear inflection point with the best
fit being a two independent binding model at 26 °C, similar to the above results when CR
was titrated into a fibrils solution. Figure 4.3 shows an overlay of the binding curves of
CR being titrated into fibrils and insulin at 26°C, which have approximately the same
slope. At 46 °C, both binding studies used a two independent binding model, while
binding studies preformed at 8 °C had a better fit with a single binding model. The
decrease in binding at 8 °C could be the result of fewer binding sites being exposed on
the protein at lower temperatures.30 Then as the temperature increases, more binding sites
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are exposed and more CR molecules are able to bind. At 26 °C the total binding
stoichiometry (n) of CR binding to insulin was 1.36, while at the same temperature the
binding stoichiometry of CR binding to fibrils was 2.12. Since the binding
stoichiometries of CR binding to insulin and fibrils at the same temperature are close this
would indicate that the CR binding mechanism does not change significantly when the
insulin is fibrillized. This suggests that CR will bind to insulin in its native
conformation; however, when CR does bind to amyloid insulin fibrils the only way to
differentiate the binding between the native and the fibrils is through microscopy,




















Molar Ratio of CR into Fibrils
Figure 4.3 Overlay of binding isotherms from CR binding to fibrils (▲) and CR
binding to insulin (●).
The CR binding results at pH 7.4 are summarized in Table 4.1, including the
thermodynamic parameters calculated from both the ITC fitting analysis for insulin and
the fibrils. The equilibrium constants for each experiment were on the order of 104 to 106
M-1, indicating that CR binding is highly favorable. The large negative enthalpies, -3 to -
4 kcal/mol, suggest that electrostatic interactions are significant in the CR binding to
insulin. For all the binding constants there was a comparable entropy contribution
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observed. The entropy contribution is expectant for the electrostatic binding as a result of
freeing of the solvation shell around the charges. Again these results were the same
whether in the presence of fibrils or just the insulin monomer. Therefore the electrostatic
interactions between the negatively charged sulfate groups of the CR and positively
charged amino acid side chains of lysine and arginine on the insulin backbone are the
most dominant and not hydrophobic interactions from aromatic -stacking. These results
are similar to what Kim et al. observed when CR bound to amyloidgenic immunoglobulin
light chain variable domain (SMAs) using ITC.30
Insulin Fibrils
Temperature
(°C) 8 26 46 8 26 46
N1 1.72 0.97 0.18 1.20 1.16 0.61
K1 (M
-1) 3.61*104 9.79*104 1.67*108 1.67*104 7.35*103 4.01*105
H1 (kcal/mol) -3.15 -3.01 -4.33 -3.98 -0.69 -4.994
T S1 (kcal/mol) 2.71 3.82 7.68 1.45 4.60 3.19
N2 0.39 0.87 0.96 0.014
K2 (M
-1) 2.28*106 3.40*105 2.44*105 3.82*104
H2 (kcal/mol) -3.26 -4.28 -3.64 -1.25*10
2
T S2 (kcal/mol) 5.44 3.80 3.73 -1.18*10
2
Table 4.1 A summary thermodynamic parameters for CR binding to insulin and fibrils
in a pH 7.4 solution at different temperatures.
To test the hypothesis that the CR binding to insulin is dominated by electrostatic
forces, the pH of the solution was increased to pH 11.1 in order to deprotonate the
positively charged lysine (pKa 10.4-11.1). By deprotonating the lysines the only
positively charge amino acid left is arginine (pKa 12.0) and therefore a reduction in
binding is expected for a process dominated by electrostatic interactions. A higher pH
was not used because pH 11.1 is the end of the effective pH region for carbonate. The
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CR binding was only investigated using insulin solutions, since it was determined from
the above results that CR binds to fibrils and insulin monomer by a similar binding
mechanism. The titrations of CR (0.25 mM) into insulin monomer (3.8 mM) were
performed in a pH 11.1 buffer solution at 8 °C, 26 °C, and 46 °C. Figure 4 shows the
background titration, binding isotherm, and the integrated data with its fit at 8 °C. The
ITC results were different from the binding studies preformed at pH 7.4. First, there was
a significant reduction in the heat evolved in each injection. The binding peaks were still
exothermic, but the data never saturated at the baseline (Figure 4.4B). Typically the
insulin concentration would be increased to obtain more signal, but this would mean the
CR concentration would subsequently need to be increased as well. However, at ~4 mM
the CR is almost a saturated solution and will begin to crash out of solution beyond this
concentration. The largest peak in the isotherm was ~-1.2 µcal/s, which is ~-2.3 µcal/s
less than the first peak in the binding isotherm at pH 7.4 (these values can be roughly
compared since the concentrations used for both studies were approximately the same).
The data was fit with a two independent binding site model (Figure 4.4C); however, the
binding stoichiometry was reduced to 0.47 at 26 °C, which indicates that CR binding to
insulin at pH 11.1 has indeed decreased. The equilibrium constant calculated from the
data was reduced to 569.3 M-1, a 2 order of magnitude decrease compared to the
equilibrium constant at pH 7.4. The second equilibrium constant was found to be 2*104
M-1, but its binding stoichiometry was reduced to 0.015, an almost negligible
contribution. The enthalpy contribution was slightly larger at pH 11.1 than at pH 7.4 at
all temperatures; however, there was also a large decrease in the entropy at pH 11.1.
Table 4.2 contains a summary of the thermodynamic parameters obtained from the ITC
data. The binding of CR to insulin does decrease when the pH is increased and is
significantly reduced at pH 11.1. The CR binding could be reduced further by increasing
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the pH, since as it is, only a fraction (~1.26) of the lysines are deprotonated; which is
probably why a more significant reduction in binding is not observed. Furthermore, the
pHs used in these experiments were above CR’s pKa (~6-7) and thus the sulfate groups













































Figure 4.4 CR binding to fibrils in a pH 11.1 buffer solution at 8 °C, A) is the raw
titration of a 3.8 mM CR solution into pH 11.1 buffer solution, B) is the raw
titration data of the CR solution into a 0.25 mM insulin solution, and C) is
the integrated data that was fit.
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Temperature (°C) 8 26 46
N1 0.45 0.47 1.26
K1 (M
-1) 6.51*102 5.69*102 1.39*102
∆H1 (kcal/mol) -12.4 -6.34 -5.78
T∆S1 (kcal/mol) -8.73 -2.57 -2.65
N2 0.035 0.015 0.18
K2 (M
-1) 2.00*104 2.06*104 2.64*104
∆H2 (kcal/mol) -14.4 -13.5 -1.35
T∆S2 (kcal/mol) -6.86 -7.62 5.10
Table 4.2 The thermodynamic parameters for CR binding to an insulin solution in a
pH 11.1 buffer solution at different temperatures.
Thioflavin T Binding to Fibrils
Titrations of ThT binding to fibrils were preformed in a pH 6.6 buffer solution at
three different temperatures (26 °C, 46 °C, and 60 °C). Titrations were only performed
using an amyloid fibril solution, because a titration of ThT into an insulin monomer
solution was performed and revealed no binding. Only endothermic peaks were
observed, which was consistent with the endothermic peaks observed when ThT is
titrated into buffer. Figure 4.5B is an example of the ITC raw data from a ThT (5.04
mM) into fibrils (0.6 mM) titration at 26 °C. The fibril concentration is calculated from
the amount of insulin monomer in the stock solution. The titration isotherm is
completely different from the CR binding isotherm. Instead of exothermic peaks
decreasing until the binding sites have saturated, the titration starts off exothermic then
goes endothermic then back to exothermic followed by endothermic peaks at the end of
the titration. The first peak of the binding isotherm was significantly larger than the rest
of the peaks, which implies that the majority of the binding occurs within the first
injection. The background titration of ThT into pH 6.6 buffer yields endothermic peaks
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(~1.4 µcal/s to 1 µcal/s) that gradually decrease with subsequent injections (Figure 4.5A);
however, there is not the dramatic decrease after the first peak as there is in CR. Since
the background titration is subtracted from the raw binding isotherm, the endothermic
peaks in the binding isotherm become exothermic peaks. The integrated peaks, from the
subtraction of the raw binding and background, were calculated and the best fit
determined for the data was a four sequential binding model (Figure 4.5C). The four
equilibrium constants calculated were on the order of 103-105 M-1 respectively, which
suggests that the binding of ThT at pH 6.6 is very favorable at 26 °C. The first enthalpy
term calculated was -0.37 kcal/mol, with an entropy value (T∆S) of 6.48 kcal/mol, and
because of the large entropy contribution the binding would be more entropy driven
likely from hydrophobic forces with a small electrostatic contribution. This is opposite to
what was observed in the CR binding. The second and fourth enthalpy terms have a
positive value with a larger positive entropy contribution (the titration done at 26 °C had
negative values for the second enthalpy and entropy); however, these values tend to be
less reliable than the first set of thermodynamic parameters due to the increase in error
associated with multiple parameter fitting as well as background subtraction. Because of
this, the analysis will focus on the first set of thermodynamic parameters. Table 4.3 is a
summary of the thermodynamic parameters from ThT binding to the fibrils in a pH 6.6







































Figure 4.5 ThT binding to amyloid fibrils in pH 6.6 buffer solution at 26 ºC, A) is the
raw background titration of a 5.04 mM ThT solution into a pH 6.6 buffer
solution, B) is the raw background titration of the ThT solution into a 0.6
mM fibril solution, C) is the integrated data and the fit.
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Temperature (°C) 26 46 60
K1 (M
-1) 1.03*105 1.30*105 1.06*105
∆H1 (kcal/mol) -0.37 -2.59 -2.81
T∆S1 (kcal/mol) 6.48 4.87 4.85
K2 (M
-1) 2.49*103 1.87*105 3.34*105
∆H2 (kcal/mol) -28.2 5.77 3.48
T∆S2 (kcal/mol) -23.6 13.5 11.9 
K3 (M
-1) 4.58*103 6.81*104 4.93*104
∆H3 (kcal/mol) 13.5 -21.7 -9.64
T∆S3 (kcal/mol) 18.5 -14.6 -2.49
K4 (M
-1) 3.27*106 7.44*104 6.39*104
∆H4 (kcal/mol) 14.3 25.8 10.9
T∆S4 (kcal/mol) 23.2 32.9 18.2
Table 4.3 Thermodynamic parameters for ThT binding to fibrils in a pH 6.6 buffer
solution.
Since the ThT binding has a small enthalpy component, the concentration of
fibrils was increased to 0.6 mM (compared to the insulin concentrations needed for the
CR titrations), so that enough heat could be evolved to adequately detect binding.
Typically, a minimum of 1 µcal/s evolved is required for the best detection; however, in
the case of ThT binding to fibrils, the fibril concentration would have to be increased
even further to obtain peaks of that magnitude. Increasing the fibril concentration further
would have led to other problems, such as the fibril solution becoming more viscous with
increasing concentration, which would cause problems with air bubbles accumulation and
stirring in the sample cell. Even with the increase in fibril concentration, the amount of
heat evolved was dramatically less than the amount of heat evolved with the CR binding.
If the binding was exclusively hydrophobic interactions, very little heat would be evolved
and it would be difficult to detect the binding with ITC at all. The small heat evolved in
the ThT binding to fibrils at pH 6.6, indicates that binding is not strongly enthalpic in
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nature and the binding is likely not through electrostatic forces alone, but also has a large
contribution from hydrophobic interactions.
The next titrations were ThT binding to fibrils in a pH 3 buffer solution at 30 °C,
45 °C, and 60 °C. These titrations were performed at a pH lower than the pKa of
glutamic acid (pKa 4.3-4.5) on the insulin backbone, in order to determine if the ThT
binding had important electrostatic interactions needed for binding. If the ThT binding
had significant electrostatic contribution then a reduction in binding should occur when
the glutamic acid is protonated; conversely, if binding is through hydrophobic forces the
protonation of glutamic acid should have little or no effect on binding. A titration was
preformed using a 5.18 mM ThT solution and a 0.65 mM fibril solution in a pH 3 buffer.
The raw binding data showed that the peaks started exothermic and then became
endothermic (Figure 4.6B). When the background data was subtracted from the raw
binding data all the endothermic peaks became exothermic. The best fit was found to be
a three sequential binding site model. Table 4.4 is a summary of the thermodynamic
binding data at pH 3. The ITC titrations revealed that there was a reduction in binding,
and the first equilibrium constants were greatly reduced by more than an order of
magnitude. In the first enthalpy term there was an increase in the enthalpy contribution
and a decrease in the entropy. At pH 3 the binding is greatly reduced. A potential reason
for the reduction in binding of ThT at pH 3 was thought to be from the protonation of the
dimethlyamine group on the ThT dye; however, Klunk et al. determined the pKa to be ~2
for a uncharged ThT derivative, 2-(4’-aminophenyl)-6-methylbenzothiazole.39 Due to the
similarities in the structure of the dyes it is assumed that the dimethylamine group on the
ThT would have approximately the same pKa. Therefore at pH 3, the reduction in
binding is not due to the protonation of ThT, but from the protonation of the amino acids
















































Figure 4.6 ThT binding to amyloid fibrils in pH 3 buffer solution at 30 ºC, A) is the
raw background titration of a 5.18 mM ThT solution into a pH 3 buffer
solution, B) is the raw background titration of the ThT solution into a 0.65
mM fibril solution, C) is the integrated data and the fit.
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Temperature (°C) 30 45 60
K1 (M
-1) 6.65*102 2.43*103 1.54*103
∆H1 (kcal/mol) -8.79 -4.64 -7.52
T∆S1 (kcal/mol) -4.87 0.28 -2.66
K2 (M
-1) 1.04*104 9.59*103 2.62*104
∆H2 (kcal/mol) 9.65 5.23 6.96
T∆S2 (kcal/mol) 15.22 11.02 13.69
K3 (M
-1) 2.00*104 4.19*103 1.38*103
∆H3 (kcal/mol) -2.89 -3.20 -3.00
T∆S3 (kcal/mol) 3.06 2.07 1.78
Table 4.4 Thermodynamic parameters for ThT binding to fibrils in a pH 3 buffer
solution.
Ultracentrifugation of ITC ThT/fibril solutions
After each titration of ThT into fibrils the solution in the sample cell was removed
and saved for ultracentrifugation. The ITC solutions from the CR binding were not saved
for ultracentrifugation, since CR did not selectively bind to the fibrils, the bound could
not be isolated from the amount of free CR in solution. The ITC samples were
centrifuged in order to determine how much ThT was bound to the fibrils and as another
way to quantify the binding stoichiometry. Absorption spectra were taken of all the
supernatant layers and the original ITC solutions to determine the concentration. The
concentration calculated from the ThT absorption at 412 nm was then subtracted from the
total ThT concentration present in the centrifuge tube to give the concentration of ThT
bound to the fibrils. Table 4.5 shows the calculated percentages of ThT dye bound to
fibrils and the binding stoichiometry at both pH 6.6 and pH 3. At pH 6.6, the binding
stoichiometry was found to be ~1 ThT dye molecule bound to 2 insulin monomers, while
at pH 3 there was a large decrease in the number of ThT molecules binding to amyloid
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fibrils and the stoichiometry was determined to be ~1 ThT dye molecules bound to every
20 insulin monomers. These results confirm the large decrease in ThT binding at pH 3
observed in the ITC experiments. The ITC fibril solutions were also ultracentrifuged to
determine the percentage of insulin fibrillized, which would have to be taken into account
when inputting the fibril concentration into the MicroCal fitting software. However it
was determined that ~99% of the insulin present was fibrillized so no adjustments were
made to the fibril concentrations. The increase in fibrillized insulin present in the ITC
solution was a result of using the optimized method for making fibrils discussed in the
experimental.
pH 6.6 pH 3
# of binding sites # of binding sites
ITC Sample (ThT/insulin) (ThT/insulin)
F+ThT at 30°C 0.55 0.049
F+ThT at 45°C 0.54 0.049
F+ThT at 60°C 0.66 0.050
ITC Fibril solution % Fibrillized
At pH 6.6 99.34
At pH 3 99.67 
Table 4.5 Ultracentrifuge data for ThT binding to fibrils at pH 6.6 and at pH 3. Also
the percent of fibrillized insulin in the ITC solutions.
Fluorescence
Fluorescence spectroscopy was used to observe how the change in pH affected the
fluorescence intensity of the bound ThT dye. Figure 4.7 shows a plot of fluorescence
intensity at 490 nm versus pH of the solution. The plot shows that the highest
fluorescence intensity to be around pH 6.7 and as the pH decreases the fluorescence also
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decreases slowly until finally dropping off sharply at pH 3.5, likewise as the pH increase
past 6.7 the fluorescence intensity decreases steadily. The decrease in fluorescence at pH
3.5 corresponds with the decrease in binding observed at pH 3 in the ITC titrations. This
















Figure 4.7 A plot of bound ThT fluorescence intensity at 490 nm versus pH.
CONCLUSION
This research has demonstrated that by changing the pH of the solution, the
binding of CR and ThT to amyloid fibrils or insulin can be reduced. At pH 7.4, it was
determined that CR binds to insulin or fibrils by a two binding site model and CR’s
binding mechanism is the same for both, insulin and fibrils. The thermodynamic
parameters calculated from the binding data confirmed that electrostatic interactions are
indeed the dominant forces that cause CR to bind to insulin. This also corroborates what
other researchers have observed when they bound CR to other proteins.22, 30 Then when
the pH was adjusted to pH 11.1, a drastic change was observed when CR was bound to
insulin; there was a two order of magnitude decrease in the equilibrium constant. This
reduction in binding occurs when the amino acid lysine is deprotonated and is no longer
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positively charged, which reduces the interactions between the amine group on the lysine
and the sulfate groups on the CR.
The second part of this research shed some light into the binding mechanism of
ThT to amyloid fibrils. When ThT was titrated into a fibril solution at pH 6.6, and a very
unique binding isotherm was obtained with a fit to a four sequential binding site model.
Analysis of the small enthalpy signal from binding was complicated by a larger
background signal from the dilution of the ThT dye. From the first set of thermodynamic
parameters it was determined that the ThT binding to amyloid fibrils was entropically
driven with a small enthalpy contribution. Thus hydrophobic interactions are the driving
force for ThT binding. The fluorescence intensity versus pH plot also gives an additional
insight into the binding behavior of ThT and verifies that pH 6.7 is the ideal binding pH
for ThT.
Then when the pH of the solution was decreased to pH 3, the binding of ThT
decreased. The titrations at this pH yielded little heat, even with a slight increase in the
ThT concentration (relative to the ThT concentration at pH 6.6), with the same
concentration of fibrils. Since little heat was evolved but binding still occurred the
conclusion is that by protonating glutamic acid, ThT can still bind relatively well and
through hydrophobic interactions. Finally, the ultracentrifugation data enabled another
way to determine the binding stoichiometry of ThT binding at the two different pHs. The
binding stoichiometry at pH 6.6 was more than ten times larger than at pH 3 which
supports the ITC conclusions. Overall, we were able to gain further insight into how CR
and ThT bind to amyloid fibrils.
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